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EDITORIALNOTES

THIS MAY WELLbe the last issueof The

CereAlogist.Many of you readers have
written to say that you don't like the new
pedantically correct spelling. It is not our
purpose, nor right nor duty to impose any
particular form of a word on other English
users, so we'll have a vote on it. We shall
abide by the result and keep or change our
present name accordingly. U you have
feelings about the matter, register your vote
by addressing an empty envelope, with your
own name and address on the back, to Tfte

C*eAlogist, or The CereOlogbl (according to
choice), 11 Powis Gardens, LondonWll 1JG.

The franchise is not limited to subscribers.
The poll closes on 1 March 1992. The results
will show in our nextmasthead.

The entrapment of the experts
AT THE CEREALOGISIS First Annual
Cornference over the weekend of the 7 and 8
September, the atmosphere was upbeat and
kiumphalist. Yet amid the euphoria several
speakers introduced a sombre note, warning
about a 'campaign of disinformation' which
would inevitably be launched to counteract
the sensational effects of the 1991 pictogram
formations. The very next morning the
tabloid 'newspapet' Today published the
story of the circle hoaxers, Doug & Dave.
Despite its dubious origin: the elusive and
unregistered MBFNewsagenq/ - the story
was broadcast all over the world, reaching a

vast number ofpeople who had never heard
of crop circles in the first place.

The Doug & Dave story, as shown on
television everywhere, featured the cmel but
enjoyable spectacle of a high-flying expert
brought to earth and made foolish' The
victim in this case was poor old Pat Delgado.
WithColin Andrews, Terence Meaden and

Cooer picture. Commissioned by the Science

Photo Library, expert photographer Daoid
Parker took to the air and at the end of the'91
season captured this panoramic view of the
Mandelbrot Se( crop formation at lckleton,
Cambridgeshire.

Bustv Ta1,lor he is one of the founding
feathers of cerealogy, those who have studied
crop circles since the early 1980s. These
experts have previously claimed to be
inJallible in distinguishing real cbcles from
fakes, so it came as a shock to their trusting
follon'ers n'hen Meaden and Taylor fell into
the same trap as Delgado, and publicly
insisted thai a recenily manufactured group
of cirdes rvas the real thing. Their embarrass-
ment h'as exhibited on theCharrnel4Equinox
programme of 27 October.

Ai the Cornference, Pat Delgado gave the
strongest rr'amings about'disinformatior{.
lvlanv people including himseU (see his letter,
page 22) believe that he was a victim of it. Yet
there rvas no need for any elaborate efforts by
ihe Drlr' Tncks department to catch out the
crrcle experts. From what we saw on
televisron, it seems that almost anyone who
plaved on their vanity could have fooled
them.

FIol it was done
Pat Delgado fell into an ambush of his own
maljng. Led on by the Today team,he
identiiied a Doug-&-Dave insectogram as

abscluteiv genuine. He did not tell anyone
else about *ris interesting formation, not even
his partner, and when the Todayrcporter
brought Doug & Dave to his house to
demorstrate how they had tricked him, he
iotaltv collapsed. He telephoned Wingfield,
Had dington, Meaden and other leading
cerealogists, urging them to attend a meeting
*'here Doug & Dave would explain to them
that ihe entire crop circle phenomenon was a

gigantic hoax. It took some time, but
eventually his partner, Colin Andrews, put
him together again. He withdrew his
admissions and now he is just as he was
before, one of the staunchest and most
knorvledgeable of the veteran crop circle
researchers.

\ext it was the turn of Terence Meaden
and Bustv Tayior. A group of young scientists
from Southampton, calling themselves the
\Vesser Sceptics, paid a Wiltshire farmer {100
and cmshed out a formation of circles in one
oi his rvheatfields. Their primary target was
Terence Meaden, and they created just the
ven' sor"c of rough effect which would best
illustrate Meaden's theories of whirlwinds
and vortices. Meaden walked into the traP
and identified the rough circles as undoubt-
edly genuine and undoubtedly caused by his
hypotJretical'plasma vortex' agency.

Busty Taylor dowsed the Sceptics'circles.
His rods duly rwitched, he shook his head in
the sagacious manner affected by dowsers
and proclaimed, 'There's an awful lot going
on here... an awfu.l lot".

i-acking the science of the experts, several
crop cirde photographers had previously
flown over the Sceptics' circles and had paid

no attention to them, perceivhg them as

obviouslyman-made.
The result of all this has been to throw the

world of cerealogy into a state of totai
confusion. All its previous certainties have
been demolished. Delgado has had to forfeit
his pretensions to infallibility; Meaden has
abandoned his plasma vortex theory as an
explanation for pictograms; dowsers have
been exposed as incapable of telling a

genuine crop circle from a man-made one.

lust as we predicted in a previous issue,
Meaden has been betrayed and jettisoned by
the authorities who previously made use of
his theory as a cover-up explanation for the
entire crop circle phenomenon. Both the

]apanese scientists and the provincial English
ufologists who previously supported him
have admitted that the hypothetical plasma
vortex can not possibly be the cause of
pictogtams, and the common-sensebelief,
that the crop circle phenomenon is nothing
but an elaborate hoax, is now established as

the official docEine.
Continued on page 26.
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Southampton sexagenarians, D'orrg y"j
Bower and Dave Chorley, made the \ Cl

THE DOUG'I{'DAVE SCAM
George Wingfield plunges into deep and murky waters while investigating Doug, Dave and the
mysterious MBF Services.

INSEPTEMBERlUSTastheharvestwas . - ended.a-Roundvirtuallycompleteandtherewerenomore ,qcWd a,<^?
circles left in the wheatfields, a strangely ?oo,

majority the Hampshire crop circles 
^S'

over a period of 13 years. They had 
,.* I

made "no less than 200 corn t'
circles-thevery onesthat €
renownedexpertandauthor i,
Patrick Delgido has judged c

'genuind ornot man-made". 5
Starting near Cheesefoot Head in €
lgTS,theywentoutnightafter_ I
night to make circles using a 4ft tnight to make circles using a 4ft o^ I
woodenplank,aball of stringand ?,
a baseball cap with a wire ttueaded -o-=

through the visor as a sighting device './
Doug and Dave claimed to have macie .-:l

25 to 30 new circles each season in the 'i-
CheesefootHead, Warminster and Westbun' ''+\
..-...-,1 mnraraean+lrr Qfnnohonoa Rrtf JQareasanci,morerecently,5ronenenge'our--.,.5ff4*o;'
after6yearsof Doug'snightlydisappear- -Y ss61, eql / pe11o"''
ances Doug's wife,Ilene, had grown suspr-
cious. "It started to cross my mind thai he
mightbeseeinganotherwoman", shesaid. 0 rlrc Cereal Killer
hope that she will forgive me for saying that
she must be the doziest person in the r{'orld ii \{rro: C:ruc nerr'spapers before it was
ittooksixyearstonoticehisnightly o::erec:i T:itt.Tnnemagazine,forexample,
absenses!). Photographs of the two men s1..-aro-,\'e: -,rl.at foday said, hook, line and
pushing corn down with planks held by a si*er. :e:'e:::rg it uncritically in a whole
lengthofropeaccompanied the text ofwhat pa*e ite::.:ih:ii did thatjournalnocredit.
seemed a most unconvincing story. APart \f nst B:: *-!. ..el{spapeis igErored the story,
from all the circles at Cheesefoot Head in but r.a:i- 'j.S. ones r".-"d prepared to
earlier years, they laid claim to all the 1990 acceF: ii a i :ace 

'alue. 
peter jennings of ABC

Hampshire pictograms, the 1991 T\- disie: u: ihe Doug ,n, Dave hoax story
insectograms and "curligrarn 'designs alrd as ij there ,,ras no question of its authenticity,
the three six-petalled flower formations - rvhile Ap neir.s -n,ices foltowed a sirnilar
something rvhich would have entailed [ne. The 5;i1ibili,', of ABC,' anchorman
dedicated and arduous labour night after , peta,lernLngs rra! further illustrated iustnight. Yet, apart from one formation which four rr,eeks iater rr.hen he announced on
they made in Kent and another in Sussex,. prime hrc,e er.ening ne*s that the Soviet
they offered no proof whatever that they had Lrrior-,,,r,., :rling to sell the embalmed body
made any crop foT{i9I til _ -^__ _.. of Lenin ior Si-i million; the nexr night he

"MEN wHo coNNED THE woRLP" r,r,as forceci io aporogise humbly to viewers,
shoutedToday' s headlines. "Themysterious saying he,d been thi victim of i spoof story
corn circles thatbaffled scientists around the in'a m"agazine supplement and believed itio
world are a gigantic hoax, Today canreveal". be true. Neediess to sav he made no such
It added that the multimillion pound circle apologr. over his acceptance of the Doug &
"industry" had been left in turmoil by the d"r" ,.u*.
revelations and that it was all over now that As for Toda{ s darm that the whole circles
"the world's greatest mystery " was unrav- phenomenon was a hoax, this was clearly
elled. "Now it is time to own up - the circle iudicrous. Even iJ u,e accepted Doug and
phenomenonis a hoax". Dave,s claim at face va1ue, it provided no

The question really was: "Who was explanation at all for the hundreds of circles
conning who?" Certainly there were several which had occurred in the Si1bury Hill area of
joumalists and media people who were Wiltshire in the preceding four years, or for
prepared to accept this extraordinary story dozens more which had occurred up and
without the slightest attempt to verify its down the country as a whole. And what too
rather dubious contents, despite the fact that of the circles which had been appearing in
the story had reportedly beenrejected by the remote parts ofCanada, Ausfralia, Russia

and Japan, to name but a few countries?
There was no explanation for the immense
formation at Barbury Castle which would

have taken a whole team ofhoaxers hours
and hours to make, if indeed they could

produce such incredible precision at
night. And there was no

explanation of how hoaxing
could produce remarkable
molecular changes and
variations in radioactivity
levels in the circles which have
beenshownby recent
scientific tests.

Some indication that the
press had been deceived was

quite apparent when Doug h'
Dave created circles for the

benefit of the media in a
wheatfield at Chilgrove, Sussex,

on Sept 9th, the day the story
broke. Photographs clearly show

that this was nothing like a genuine crop
formation. The laid crop is all over the

place and there is no swirl pattern. The edge
of these circles is rough and bears no
resemblance to the precise cut-off which
many of us have become so used to. When
Andrews and Delgado drew attention to this,
Today excused this shortcoming by saying
that this was caused by the trampling of the
TV crew. This patent falsehood is further
illustrated by the pictures in loday ol corn
being badly flattened by the intrepid duo on
an earlier occasion.

Possibly this was when the pair had
prepared an insectogram formation at
Ightham, near Sevenoaks, in Kent during the
previous week, with the specific intention of
fooling Pat Delgado. It was evidently
somewhatbetter laid and swirled although it
still did not resemble the real thing in that it
had a double ring and a very coarse "ladder"
feature at entirely the wrong angle.Today
lured Pat into examinirlg this by saying they
had found a curious crop circle which they
thought was a hoax and they would like an
expert opinion. When he got there, he was
amazed to find what so clearly resembled an
insectogram, although these had only ever
been found in Hampshire and at Stoneheage

during June and Juiy of 1991 . Unaware of the
depth of this carefuIly prepared deception,
Pat fell right into the trap, though he was not
told at the time.

Today, havtng taped his enthusiastic
acclamation of their hoax in Kent, waited
belore administering the coup de grace. They
promised to print an exclusive scoop on
condition that he told no one of this "find".
Two days later Pat Delgado and Colin
Andrews drove down to Glastonbury to
speak at the "Cornference", the first annual
meeting of Tfte Cerealogist magazine. Not a

claimthattheyhadcreatedthe $
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word of all this was mentioned to Colin on
the journey, but it did seem that Pat was i-ll at
ease about something.

On the followingday Todaybrought Doug
and Dave to Pat's house. In quickfire
succession they confronted him with proof
that they had made the Kent formation, then
laid claim to this circle and that circle and so
on until he was literally reeling on the ropes.
TheToday rcporter, Graham Brough, then
wrung all sorts of unwise concessions from
his hapless victim which were subsequently
printed in the paper. At some stage Pafls
daughterJan called Colin Andrews, telling
him to come at once since Pat "had co1-
lapsed". Colin, unable to understand what
had happened and fearing theworst leapt
into his car to drive to Alresford and was
almostimmediately stopped by police for
speeding in a built-up area. When he
eventually got there he was able to question
the two tormentors, and soon realised that
many of their claims were false. At ihis stage
Today withdrew the two, but it had more
than enough on tape to bolster their specious
tale. They might be unable to make convinc-
ing crop circles, but at least they had scored a

famous victory in psychological warfare.
At this stage it is useful to enquire 'ir.here

this campaign - for it was clearly much more
than just a story in a newspaper - might be
coming from. Nearly one year earlier CCCS
had received information concerning a
government meeting on the crop ci-rdes. This
was held in London in September 1990 and
involved three miniskies: Defence, Agricul-
fure and Environment. The meetiag u,as at
ministerial - rather than at cabiaet - leveI, and
Margaret Thatcher, then Prime Minister, did
not attend. It was held against a background
of mounting public fascination with the
phenomenon. People had been driving from
all over Britain to see the circles which were
then appearing in ever increasing numbers
and with growing articulateness.

The meetinglasted long and the conclu-
sion was that the cause of the crop cirdes was
completely unknown. Stationary whirlwinds
were ruled out and it was stated that hoaxing
only accounted for an insignificant percent-
age of the circles. Responsibility for keeping
track of what was happening was left firmly
with the Mnistry of Defence who had for
some years used Army helicopters to
photograph new circles. The MoD would
also, if the need arose, "take appropriate
measures". And it was at this meeting that
"disinJormation" was discussed as a possible
measure.

These details were supplied by someone
who was present at the meeting and,
although it has never been made public, the
foregoing is quite definitely fact and not
fiction. Could there thenbe anyconnection
between this proposed disinformation and
this story in Today rrewspaper ?

One intriguing detail in the fust day's
installment was the final brief sentence. This
read "Todayhas paid no money'', and was
followed by the words "Copyright MBF
Services". Who, then, were MBF Services ?

Persistent enquiries to Today at first
revealed little but considerable embarrass-

ment at the mention of MBF. The usual reply
was a "don't know" or that it was unimpor-
tant. The fact that the mysterious MBF were
never agafur referred to suggested that the
name might well have slipped in by mistake.
However it was eventually conceded by
Deputy Editor Lloyd Turner that MBF
Services was a freelance news agency which
had introduced Doug and Dave to the
neh'spaper. "I(s just an agency that handled
the details for us, that's all... this is just an
ordinarv press agency, that's all, a freelance
agenrv,." None of them were working for
Todau b:ul "they put us in touch with these
people so they own the copynght."

'1Vas it possible to contact this MBF ?", we
asked. 'No, because all you need to do is
contact Craham Brough, who is a reporter
rvho does the story..." When we asked
Craham Brough for the telephone number or
address of MBF Services this was met with a
c:it re:usal and the telephone line went dead.

l :.. 1.' -..- - -:r --::..-/r, and their model insectogram.

Dous Bc'.1'e: and Dave Choriey both, on
separaie oc;asi.ons, denied any knowledge of
N{BF Se:-.'ices Cespite rr'hat Turner had said.
"Don t krorr' ''that vou're talking about,, or
'You'd retter ask Graham Brough" were the
usual respolses.

There i. r,o [sted press agency named
'MBF Sen-ices". But a search at Companies
House socn rerealed details of a company
called 'a{BF Consultancy" with a registered
address rn Shepton Mallet. This address
proved to be the offices of chartered account-
ants Berkelev Jackson, who provide an
accommodation address for MBF Consul-
tancv. Horvever they described their dient as
a "sclenti-fic research and development
company" rather than a press agency. Any
further i-nJormation, such as the names of the
directors, the address of the company
premises, or telephone number was refused.
It did indeed seem to be an odd company.

ln fact this MBF stands for Maiden Beech
Farm, a substantial house standing in its own
land at West Crewkerne, Somerset. It is
owned by Dr Andrew Clifford and his wife

Shan, who are directors of MBF Consultancy,
and their telephone number is ex-directory.
Dr Clifford is a scientist with a Ph.D. in
mechanical engineering and metallurgy. He
admits that his work is principally for the
Ministry of Defence and is of a confidential
nature. Some of it has been involved with the
US Governmen(s "Star Wars" program.
However he has denied to me that there is a
link between MBF Consultancy atdToday
newspaper or "MBF Services" who supplied
the hoax story.

There is also a company callede ',IVIBF
Limited" in Paisley, Scotland, who manufac-
ture rubber stamps. Again enquiries showed
that this work is mainly for the British
govemment and is of a confidential nature,
which means that this MBF is on a classified
Iisting. Presumably the manufacture and
supply of a stamp saying "TOP SECRET" to
the Ministry of Defence is, in itself, a secret!
This company is run by Sir Norman
Macfarlane and the acronym is short for
Macfarlane Business Forms. Whether or not
this has anything to do with "MBF Services"
or whether the name on someministry
rubber stamp suggested to someonea name
for the mythical press agency, can only be a
matter for conjecture.

Very puzzled by this peculiar trail, we
made further enquiries about how the British
government disseminates disinformation.
The question was put to a contact in M5
without reference to the crop circles. The
British rnilitary intelligence services, MI5 and
MI6, both have disinformation sections, we
were told. MI6 operates on an international
basis and passes disinformation to foreign
targets in a whole variety of ways. MI5
operates within the LIK and one example of
its use of disinformation was given. A
method used in the anti-terrorist campaign in
Northem Ireland was to set up a bogus
private news agency and supply the
disinJormation story to a selected newspaper.

That sounded ratherfamiliar. What
happened about nosy people who tried to
trace the story back and demanded a
telephone number for such "news agencies"?
Our informant replied that a number was
avoided iJ at all possible, but, if not, a special
number within the exchange was set up and
manned by a MI5 man. For some operations a
Belfast number was arranged which rang on
a desk in the MI5 building in London and
was answered by someone with a Northern
Irish accent.

Initially one had been persuaded that
perhaps Doug 'nl Dave had faked a number
of the Hampshire circle, and most
cerealogists were at Ieast prepared to look at
their claims. But the more we probed the less
plausible this seemed. One evenbegan to
wonder whether they had mad e any ckcles
apart from the Ightham insectogram and the
messy circle at Chilgrove. One should
consider seriously whether a baseball cap
with a wire sight lined up on a distant object
such as a tree could ever enable Doug to keep
a skaight line in the corn, especially at night.
Certainly not lines as straight as those we see
in the 1991 pictograms. To really make
straight lines one needs a backsight and a
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foresight attached to the instrument with
which one makes the lines. These would both
have to be kept in alignment with the remote
object" Even with Doug's head set rigidlv in
cement, the baseball cap method would never
ailow one to keep straight, even if one could
sight on a remote object at night' Just think
about it!

We are also shown in Toddy cut-outs of a

pictogram and an insectogtam which the duo

are supposed to have used to plot their
circles. Th.e former is quite unlike anv seen in
the cornfields and the latter has a 26-step

"ladder", grotesquely large compared rvith
any ladder that did appear, and out oi ail
proportion to the rest of the formation. One

must conclude that these clumsy models
lvere poor copies of real pictograms made

after they had formed.
Another thing which casts doubt on Doug

and Dave's improbable claims is the expen-
ence od the Wessex Sceptics r.t'ho made tfuee

hoax formations in Wiltshire in 1991. In
general these took 4 or 5 men a ccnsiderable
time to make and the effort rn'as exhausting,
That two men in their sixties coulC have

made a vastlv greater number cf much more
elaborate pictog;rams than these, night after
night, is unbelievabie. The Sceptics rvere ln

fact caught making one of their three ctcles
since the area lvas fu11 of nocturnal
cropwatchers as was often the case at
Cheesefoot Head. If Doug and Dave had
really made ali those circles over the years,
one would expect to see several wl'dch u'ere

half-completed and abandoned in a hurrr'
Such was never the case"

Nevertheless Doug and Dave have
frequented Cheesefoot Head for a number of
years and met many other circles people irr or
near that place. Doug was a birdsong
recorder and once related how he had come

across a circle there ten years ago. On that
occasion he told the strange story of inadvert-
ently recording in the circle and later finding
to his surprise a conversation on the tape
which seemed, by what was said, to have
occurred 30 years before. More recentlv Doug
would insist that all the circles must be
hoaxes, whereas Dave would be much less

decided.
The pair attended a circles Iecture which I

gave in !Vinchester last July. Afterwards
Doug can.e up to talk with me about the

mr.stenous "trilling" noise I had heard with
eight others at Cheesefoot Head in 1989,

deso-it,ed ta Tne Crop Circle Enigma.He said:
"i knor'' *'hai you heard: it was a grasshoP-

per rr'arbierl" Arr,azed I replied, "No, it
rr'as:,'t. li this tr.'as a bird, we'd have seen it"'
''Oh, r'es it rr'as", he retorted, "they fut about
anc -.-.:r probably r.vouldn't l'rave seen it." I
:e:: :ne n'.eetrng puzzied and somewhat
cr.s!:rrec bv the unptreasant tone of this odcl

a sse:iLon.

"\'iat 
lnaliy dispelled any lingering

C!..rr:s thai tire Doug and Dave story was

:on-l'ed \\'as the evidence supplied byJuiie
\.-a:ien. It t'as on the same night as that
t.\'::.chester lecture that I met her and three
::ia...s, all from Manchester, in a formation
a t Cheesefoot Head. The four rryere

c:cpri'atching and sleeping out each night in
:he hope of seeing something happen. i gave

her r:,'"' nurrLber and asked her to cali me iJ

e1'e: ii did. Weeks later when the Today story
ap:eared, Julie rang me. "These men are
lra:s", she said, "and 1ve can Prove that they
are liars. \'Ve met them at Cheesefoot Head on
.{ugust 20th and they have taken things we
s:oke about and rehashed them in the Today

s:on'." It iooks as if Doug and Dave had
:ho.rght JuJie & Co. were young drifters who
.,r'ouid never read a newspaper or ever be

;een agarn. How wrong theY were!
She had told Doug and Dave about a man

she'o met at a recent circle (ihe second six-

petalled florver formation) who was looking
for a jellv-like substance he'd seen there on
tte dav the circle formed. There had been

t1i'o previous reports of such stuff in earlier
cucies, and the man had returned to search

for rvhat he'd seen but without success. "I
knol'*'hat that was", said Doug, "It's the
discharge From an aircraft toilet." "No," said

Tulie, "thaf s not what he was talking about'"
"Oh, ves it was. It must have been", retorted
Doug, rvho always seems to know better.

Ttris curious detail *'as rehashed in the

Today story by Doug who recounts being
knocked unconscious whi-ie working on a

circle rvith Dave by "something which fell
from space". "I managed to stagger back to
the car and I could feel the blood trickling

down my neck. But when we got into the
light I saw the mess on my head was the
frozen discharge from an aircraft toilet..'"

The chances of this actually happening
must be about a zillion tc one against,
especially rvhen one considers that it is quite
impossible (apart from being i1lega1) for
aircrafi to discharge the contents of their
lavatories v;hile in flight. Blocks of ice, which
build up on externai surfaces, do occasionally
fali from aeroplanes, but if you get one of
these on the head, you're dead! It is all very
well krciuding bizarre details in works of
fiction to give them verisimilitude, but this is

car{ring the practice into the realms of
absurdity!

As i{ this was not enough, Doug and Dave
u/ent on to adapt a further episode from their
encounter with the group from Manchester.
Nick R.iley had found and collectecl several
pieces of brown iron ore in or near one of the
tbrmations. He showed one of these, shaped
like a figurine, to Doug and Dave. "That's a

meteorite!", exclaimed Doug' "No it's not",
said Nick, "it's a piece of iron ore." But
evidentiy the two knew better, and this Cetail

was also rehashed inToday: "To keep the
'experts' puzzled this summer, Doug and
Dave coiiected some meteorites and included
them in a special circle at Stonehenge."

They did indeed leave siones there, not
that that proves they made the Stonehenge
circle. But I have aiso met the man rvh.o Jound

these "meteoriLes"and they rvere, of course,
just ttre sort of stones described by Nick
Riley. Tc the avera6;e reader of Today this
farrago of half-trutfu and pure iiction gives
scant indication of tire extent of the deception
contained in the newsPaPer article. Locai
knowledge and a close study o{ ihe various
books or'. tl're Circles has given a veneer of
autheniicity to rvhat then seem plausible
claims.

But to tl-rose who have bothered to
research these claims, it can be seen that there
is someihing much more insidious. There

seems very little doubi non' lhattheToday
story is part of a cleli}:erate campaign of
disinformation to persuade people that the

Circles pI'renomenon is just an illusion - a

irick perperrated by trvo oid jokers and by
others rr'ho have coPied them. Currently the
pair are lravelling all over Europe to teil their
siorv on T\r in various countries. One can't
help rvondering who finances these frips?
And,i Todayhas "paid no money", who has?

This campaign to rubbish the circles
cannot succeed and it will not succeed. I
would be naive to believe that open govem-
ment is ever a possibility, but surely the time
is past when it is acceptable for governments
to deliberatel,v deceive the public, if that is
what has been attemPted, as many susPect.

The circtes phenomenon is real, and the

circles rvill prove this themselves.Today's
claim to have exposed the mystery of the com
circles as nothing more than an elaborate
hoax is patentiy false and it is diJficult to
believe thatToday areiust unwitting duPes in
this business. There can be little doubt that
the crop circles will return in 1992, with or
witirout the supposed assistance of Doug and
Dave.
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Doug and Daoe's demonstratiotr circle, September 1-991, " a pnthettc ntess" '



REPORTSAND SKETCHES

The two opposite ends of sauthern
Britain, Cornwall and East Anglia,
produced some of the flnest crcp fonna-
tions of i.991. Keen obseraers u)ere on

hqnd to record them. Below ls a full
accaunt by Beth Davis ,:/ the sensa-
tionsl' Ivtrandelbrot set' ; ]ohn Saver,rird
Jane l-Iarcombe report .from Cam-
bridgeshire; Alan and Daphne
Thurley Tottt Essex; and Ceorge
Bishop teils a! the seasoris roents in
Enst Cornwall.

The Cambridgeshire
Mandeibrot
TFIIS BEAUTIFLJL FOId\IAnON iour,l :r.
the corn fieids oI Cambridgeshire rvas
discovered by a pilot, Mr Cherrr'-Do.,rr,es :j
Snailwell. He was flying his regular rou:e r:
work in Hatfield on the morning of -{ug;st
12th with his brother when he sa1\' at a
distance the heart-shaped formation. It hac
not been there the previous evening, He flerr'
over it and circled around it, and rvas amazei
that no one came out of the cottages and
farmhouses to see what was going on. He
phoned ttleDaily Mail and later that dav took
their reporter up with him to photograph the
formation.

Another pilot and local farmer, Mr Bates,
photographed the formation on video film,
and photographs were also taken from a

microlite by Julie Stuart Barker of Sutton, and
later that weekend by George Wingfield.

For those on the ground finding the
formation without local knowledge was
exkemely difficutrt.It was completely hidden
from view, lying on the crest of a north-facing
slope above the former routes of the Icknield
Way and just two fields away from the
Michaei Line, dowsed by Hamish Miller.

In the landscape, and seen only occasion-
ally as crop marks, are a number of tumuli on
this slope.

The huge heart-shaped formation was
approached by a tramline from a hedgerow
boundary. It was only visible when, without
warning, you reached the cleft in the heart
shape. The formation had been created
around a'central' clcle and node whi&
displayed ail the characteristics common to
other crop circle formations. The ripened
wheat was swirled in a clockwise direction
and the bands, some 13 feet from the cleft,
were expanded and deflected to fill the shape
of the lobes. The outer band cut a clear edge
in the corn and was swirled irito the anti-
clockwise circies which were evenly arranged
on the perimeter. The largest of these circles
had a diameter of 17 feet and the smallest,
which iooked like nests, of less than 2 feet.

i:.:-:: 5ei desecrated. A fm days after it
; )i:tpproiting farmer droae his tructor through
,;: '.:')tu'! and doun the axis af the fomntion.

l---: ;:;: ,-;-:.:-. :: :r: Mandelbrot Set wheat formation
r:-: --:. ' j: -: 

:. : rtc ruiu hgure by a curtain of stal/ts

- '.:::: :.:*.:.:::t::.: :.: :ite tidth of a single stalk.

1Ler' 3;:.;;p,E1ted the iarge perimeter circles
a..c -:.1a:: cllde of 47 feet diameter.
Cc:-.ir.:r.E a:org the tramline and 37 feet
-:c::. -n. =:;o:,i oendant circle was a small8-
:c,:t c:a::,e::r c;de rvhich completed the
; c :::-,.a f ,r r- .

1L: s'-::-, e'.' oi the lormation was made by
ir,r'--: :i; -,;o CCCS members after driving
ou: ca. c,.'er ields of slubble to find it. It was
Iaie a:1a:.cr:1.,'hen rr'e arrived and the
sel5:1s s-;:, caught aLight the swirling patterns
oi tf.e :ar:.aions, and tfuerv the standing
ster,s 3::;= !reirr-een the circles into dark
reLiet li-ke a iace r-urtarrL. The formation had a
iikeness :c a re.,re:led tabpinth, similar to
those cc r,t::,uous1r' iound i-n rock carving
t orld',r:ie. T:.e clockrvise patterningand
unequal icbs ai-l demonstrated this clearly.
The hear: s:-ape anC iobe is larger on the left
hand siCe.

I sketcred'.he iormation for George
Wirgfield ihe follorr'ing day who immedi-
atelv recognised it as a Mandelbrot set. The
news oi the formation was broken to the
pubiic bv the local press on the Thursday and
was met rrith an almost predictable reaction
from Cambridge's irteilectuais. 1t must be a
hoax because it couldn't be anything else.' A
more thoughtful response came from a few
who appreciated its qualities and considered
hoaxingunlikeiy.

A Mandelbrot set is a most intriguing and
beautiful formation of infinite dimension. The
Ickleton formation was an incomplete
template of the design without the solar
flares. "Solar flares, on the computer-

One of the small side circles of the Mandelbrot Set.

produced designs cannot be eliminated from
theformula uniess the designis artificially
trimmed," this was the reported comment of
Dr David Battison, a computer scientist in
Cambridge.

The Mandelbrot set is regarded as the most
complicated object in mathematics, each set
having a significant numerical base. Benoit
Mandelbrot began to use high powered
computers to draw fractals in the 1960s (see
Cftaos byJames Gleick)..When told of the
Cambridgeshire formation he said he was
"very pleased to hear of the theory taking
roof , ...I don't think it is the work of extra
terrestrials, I can't wait to see what the next
one will look like." $unday Telegraph21th
August 1991). Since the return of the students
to Cambridge this Autumn a numberhave
'owned up' to the hoax but not convincingly.
Dr Stephen Hawking, author of the best
selling.4 Bnef Hbtory of Tize is reported in
the press to believe it to be a hoax. It is
interesting however to see how people react
to a phenomenon that is almost entirely new
to them and one which they have not
personally experienced.

The experience of seeing the formation left
no doubt in most people's mind of its
authenticify.

Newton and Einstein both knew the
Cambridgeshire landscape well. I wonder
what their reactions would have been if a
formation such as this had appeared in their
time. But Cambridge is cautious. The
phenomenon is new and untested, so no one
is yet prepared to risk a reputation by
suggesting an alternative view to hoaxing.

Results this year from research by the
Centre for Crop Cirde Studies and other
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village Save our Church Spire committee took
it as a godsend for their worthy cause,

manned the entrance to the field and charged
visitors 50p admission, raising a quick €130.

The farmer, Mr David Edwards/ r4/as away
when the event happened, and he returned
home in a fury. The sun wheel, he said, was
an act of vandalism. His suspicion was that
the Save our Church Spire people were
somehow responsible for it, and he chased

them out of the field The formation was then
mutilated with a tractor" It was rePorted that,
atlam on27 July, just before the circle was
discovered, alarms in the village were set off
by a sudden, unexplained power surge.

On 8 August a formation appeared in a
wheatfield at Guyhim, Cambridgeshire. Ten
days later it was carefully surveyed and

A cluster in Cornwall
George Bishop of Callington,East Cornwall

found himself at the centre ot' a uop circle
outbreak and made a detailed record of the local

formations, noting also the strange Phe'noffiena
associatedwith them.This is abrief summary of
his report.

In August of 1991 I found my first Cilde,
nearCallington, in a wheatfield on Dupath
Farm, close to the famous Dupath Holy We[
an ancient axe factory and CastlewichHenge.
Thecircle, a simple clockwise disc, glittered
yellow undera blue sky.

The Farmer, annoyed at the trespassers,
harvested round haff the field to erase all sign
of the disc. Next night, a new disc appeared
30ft beyond where he finished. (Sites 1 and 1A)'

the far distance

1991 opened on July 3rd. A' Dumbeli, 64ft
and 4Zt with 8ft corridor (Site 3), in barley,
was aligned along the major axis with
Castlewich Henge and a tumulus. This is a

county where it is rare not to be near
prehistoric remains.

2000 yards away was a ffumbe[ (Site 2)
with nearby a Triple and a 40ft disc (Sites 4A
and 4B). Two further discs in two fields near
the Jirst Dumbell (Sites 5 & 6) appeared in
August. The 28ft discs in wheat were very
dramatic.

Teievision South West filrned the circies

individuals tend to prove their authenticity'
The analysis of this year/s soil samples was
carried out in laboratories in the US' By why
in the United States? This expertise is here in
our counlry. Do we have to wait for another
Einstein to reveal himself?

The Mandelbrot fonnation is a design o{
two recognisable symbois. One clearly is a

symbol of our time (the first representation of
a symbol of this t)?e), and the other of
primordial time. In form they are both
symbols of infinity, and together they
demonstrate the fusion of two apparently
separate Paths of human enlightenment. TLe

scientific expression of a numerical paradigrr'.,

and the mystical concept of spiritual develop-
ment was its Purpose to bring together the

present day knowledge and beiiefs of
mankind?

Other circles near Cambridge
The'Mandelbrot Set'rvas the star atfrac;icn
of eastern England in i991, but other unique
formations were recolded in ihe region. Bel:
Davis inspected anc! photographed
the splendid 'sun wheef in a rvheatfieid ai
Spalciwick, Huntingdonshire, and Nigel
Pennick culieil an article about it from the
.[iunts tlerald * Post,8 "August. First seer, a:

6arr, on27 JuIv, ii consisied ol a centrai cirr-e
rtitl-r iour spokes, e;rch ccnnecied to a

separate arc o{ an incompieie cuier iing. l}.e

The formatior at Guyhim, Canbridgeshire, iA Augttst
1991.
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1:: :t:.) L,titent nt Guykitri.

analvzed by lohn Sayer arrd Jane Harcombe
rr'ho sent us photographs and a detaiie<l
report. It seems to be based r:n the recurring
paiierrL of a cental circle with four satellites,
but one of the outer circles has merged with
the centre, and some other unusual details

',vere noticed by the surveyors. A curious
feature is the small curved tail at the end on
eacir of the flvo opposite smaller circies.

Measured plans and notes of ihis formation
are in the archive of John Sayer, Horseshoe
Cottage, Corpusty, Norfolk NR11 6QP.
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Tte sul uiheci circle at Spalrlwick.

The 'drogon's footprints' crossing a Cornish wheatfield.
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for "Farming Week". During an interview
they interrogated the farmer of Site 3. He said
that he'd uncovered a "Crave" on this Site.
The Site was aligned wilh St Dominick
Church. Lots of stones were removed from
the possibie Barrow Site" Viewing the film,
you can see the indications in the
weedgrowth.

Photographs taken at Site 2 showed a

green "Globe" in the Dumbell. A slrange red
object n,as also noted in the sky. These rvere
disrnissed. Iiren, simiiar objects appeared in
photos by other cameras, in other circles. In
all, 9 "Globes" had been photographeci on
th.ese Sites. Black rods appear in the skies of
scme photograph$, too small io be signiticant;
only one aprears large enough to refleci

Near CheEters, the Prine ly,Iinistq's ccur:rrt i::;:: :':
Buckinghamskire, appeared thi: splendid ;v.t; '' -: " '

falLr directions. Wrcre rlld it poiti?

sunlight. This was taken an hour aiter da.,.,-:.
at Castlewich Fann.

Siie 5 was discovered on ihe evening i:
appeared. I had just clirnbed a hedge for a

vierv acloss the field r,vhere I felt ihere ',r'ouli
be a circle. In the faijing dusk of a ,,vindless
misty day i corlld see a "Scar" in ihe othei-
wise tinblemished crop. It rrras a circle. A 26
foot disc, equidistant from the tramlirres, it
was iurpossible to get near to it without
lrampling on the corn. There was no sig-n of
previous passage by anybody. The green
sterns flowed in a right spiral formaiion
outwards towards a perimeter band that ll'as
circuiar. The leaves on the stems !!'ere still
"twitchiag" as they settned dowrr to their nerv
horizontai position.

With great h"epidation, three of us entered
the circle. Although it was quiie a simple
clock',r'ise disc, the spiral pattem and the wav
the stems flowed around the rocks that 1ay on
the surface, gave an impression of speed and
motion to the observer. Stanciing in the
gloom on the horizontal stalks was a

disturbing experience. The optical iilusion
was compounded by the feeling of unsteadi-
ness. It was as if the disc was a platform that
was in motion. As if it was accelerating
upwards. The feeling of increased gravity
was most unsettling. We exposed a whole roll
of film to demonstrate the virginity of the
circle. With one exception they were all
wasted and showed little. The one that
showed Doug Cooper of Honiton had a ball
of "light" fading in the background.

This feeling of expectation, that a circle
was imminent, is very di-fficult to explain. The
field "feels" empty or firll, in much the same
way as a house feels different when it is
fumished from the way it felt when it was

empty. There is an air of portent or menace.
An electric pregnancy that defies description.
It is hard to prove, but I predicted four sites
out of four correctiy. I even photographed on
site to see jJ there were any prior signs of
theircoming.

This "awareness" Ied to the discovery of
the slrangest of the appearances ihis year.
The "Dragons Footprints". I had just pointed
out a 6eid *'here I expected a circle to
appear, to a group of visitors to Site 3 ( the
"exp€clant" fie1d later yielded Site 6). As I
spoke I nored a group of patches in the wheai
that locked odd. Basicaily triangular, they
rr'ere planligrade and exhibited the mark of
"cla-,.,-s" as iI impressed by a large web-footed
arunaI. The corn laid down against ihe
diec.'ron of the predominant wind. These
"f octcr:n-s" spread over tw'o fields during a

-i:o: ci 3 *'eeks. They could be due to wind
ci ci-er-::-Lanuring, but everybody who saw
''.--, -..;as i'er impressed by their appear-

Sr:e i ..r'as on Castiewich Farm itself, less
';.::, . il va:Cs irom the i990 event. It was a
l:r:-e .r: :tc;-k*'ise discs in friangular
: c :=. a :: -- :. l:,e s l'rr1 of one f ormation lying
a-::.:;::: ::.e other despite the opposiie
:-- : : : i r : : :-lo',r'. Ven' dramatically, some of
:---: ':a',.,'s::lded back and floi,ved i-nto the
r::.:s::: s=ia;1, Site 8 rvas a "simple" 50 foot
''.. ::.: : -:',' a -;:rgsicie Site 7. Typically for a

C:--::.-::. ::-t, :t Lav extremely flat to the

-: j:.tr. I:.:':ands cf graia, so Iike a rippied
:,::::. :=:1*-.s every variation ori the

= 
: i::. ; :':. c ;r. - ;rcharacteristicaliy, it had an

a::: :1..:,.','ilroi\-", a .1 foot long anti-
*..sr. i: . :::e ;lded at the point nearest

.:.-:s ::.::: ::.e .991 season. Lastyearwe
:-a; :'..': ;::-= ::-r vear rve had 27 spread
ci':: --l =r::s f.-r--i cn i9921

The triangle at Great Halland, F,ssex, in standing uheat
and (right) alter the haroest when tlrc pattern wes
.gnru;d ly grcn shaots t'rom fallm grnin.

An Essex triangle
In the August issue of the Essex UFO
newsle tter, Ne i ghb o u rh oo d w- a t ch, Alan and
Daphne Thurley described an event at Great
Holland on the Essex coast. A crop circle
there was reported in the Easf Anglian Daily
Times (77 Jtrly' 91) and investigated by the
local liFO group. A week after ii appeared,
on 19 July, it acquired a surrounding ring,
and on 21 july a perfect kiangle rvas found
beside it. Alan, Daphne and other researchers
visited the site at about 6pm that day and
noliced the triangle which, according to their
colleague, Sue, who had phoiographed the
circle earlier that afternoon, had not been
there at 3.30pm. This was confirmed by her
photographs. Inspecting the ring around the
circle, Alan and Daphne observed that "in no
case were the stalks bent or damaged. They
had been foicied somehow at ground levei
and were not kinked at all. The dividing line
between standing and flattened crop was
precise, with no part-bent stalks; they were
either F.r1ly upright or f,rliv flattened".

.dfter the han,est, both the triangle and the
riaged cfuc1e sprouted r,viih shoois of 6pain
and their forms reappeared in light green
against the golden field of stubble.
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MAGNETIC AI{OMALIES
Charles Thomas experiments with a comPass in Wiltshire and Cornwall.

ARCHAEOLOGISTS, PARTICULARLY
THOSE who tend to work on early historic
periods, wouldnit all claim to be scientists;

but archaeologists do nowadays prefer
scientific methodology. Discoveries and
observations give rise to inferences; with
analogies from past work, altemating
hypotheses arise; 'models' can be put forward
in detail, as predictions (or, say, a sequence of
events), and these may be verified or
dismissed thorough field-investigation,
excavation and laboratory analysis. A field
experiment that appears to be 'true' can be

repeated. I mention this, because what I now
ofler is no more than certain factual observa-

tions and a single inference.I go no further,
but a printed record seems desirable, if only
becauie I can't now find any earlier and
similar one in the growingbody of crop-circle
literature.

In late July 1991 I drove from south Wales,

where I had been making sketch-surveys of
ancient churchyards (Ior - surPrise, surprise -

a book on early Christian Wales), to Pewsey,

Wilts. The equipmbnt I had withme included
a 1944, type P 11, boxed aircraft compass, the

kind once used in wartime bombers, a large

accurate brass-cased modei. On 27 loly 1

visited the Alton Priors formation at SU 1155

6205, paid my quid, bought a copy of i.F.
Langrish's careful pian, and took the compass

with me. In both the smaller circle with the
qsntrsl d6t (in the illus., left) and the larger
circle with central disc,I took comPass

readings. Before entering, I had noted, on the

road'w'ay belorv the field, map north (from an

O.S. 1in.) and magnetic north, and had fi-red

a sighting point, a tree about a mile off.
Within the crop formation, I observed that
the compass needle was swinging, and that

movement was strongest when I stood aLmost

in the central dot and central disc of standing
crops in both smaller and larger circles. When
I held the compass box, not touching any part
of the metal instrument, at about 1 metre
above ground, the deflection wavered
between 10 and 15 degrees east - in the

direction of the lay of the flattened crops. I
wanted to photograph this, but when I placed

the box on the ground, the needle flickered to
5 to 10 degrees zuesl and then reverted north.
Repeated attemPts showed that the deflection
occurred primarily at roughly the vertical
height of the standing ears, and was not
constant above or beiow that horizon.

On 30lulr', back in Comwali, I visited a

number of crop circles (plain, ringed or
dumb-be11 rrpe, nothing exfraordinary) in the

Callington area of east Cornwall, in company
u'ith George Bishop of Callington, who has

made a meticulous written and photographic
record oi this 1991 cluster, apParently
confir'ed to the smail-field cereal-growing
area south of Callington. We took the
compass '.vith us, and noted that in several of
the circles, evidenced most strongly in the
cenues. similar minor deflections (of the

orcer oi 5 to 10 degrees east) occurred,
thouSh l'hen the box was placed on the

EIound t1.,e needle tended to revert to north.
ln each case tire deflection foliowed the
drection of the lay of the stalks. (I add, as a

side-note, our observation - photographed in
detail - that the outer edge or periphery of at
ieast one cucie was so precisely defined that
rr-e noted the following; seven or eight stalks
ha.l gro''r'n from a single original seed, of
rr'hich some stood erect while others had
been flattened and incorporated in the lay'
Has this been recorded elsewhere?)

Obviously the compass deflections in the
Caltington circles form a better record than
r,Lne alone at Alton Priors, because there
\\'ere tlro observers present. According to Mr
Lar.grish's plan, Aiton Priors was formed on
i7.iuiv and I visite<i it therefore 10 days
altenlards; at Callington, intervals between
iorr-rrafion and our visit were also about 5 to
10 dar.s. The inference I make is that th.e

process of crop-circle formation in these cases

appears to have produced a local magnetic
anomalv detectable with a reliable instru-
ment. One could add the comment that the
anomalv appears to be iinked to the direction

inwhich stalks areflattened and that the
strength of the anomaly appears to vary with
distance from ground level (or possibly
proximity to cropear level). There may be a

suspicion that the magnetic field is created at
the time of formation and decreases through
time. Now all these fust-order observations
warrant somebody's proper, controlled,
repetition of such fieldwork in 1992, fully
measured and photographed. I have no idea
what this means, nor which of the many
alternative hypotheses (if any) it supports.

Again, simply for the record, may I say - as

various observers know already - that the
Royal Commission on the Historical Monu-
ments of England (founded 1908) holds, in
the national air-photographed collection, a
huge record of 'greater Wessex from the aiy'

going back well over half a century? My
personal obstacle, the appearance of triangles
and ladders apart, in crediting Dr. Meaden's
hypothesis is that if crop-formations did
really occur in significant numbers before the
1980s they would figure in this record. They
do not. During 1991, at my suggestion as a

Commissioner, our air photography section
covered various of the larger crop formations,
including a most interesting three-cirde-and-
cmci-form at Caythorpg Lincs., that I have
not yet seen mentioned in print. If anyone
thinks this is a shange use of State (DoE)

funds, remember firstly that such recording is
merely incidental in elaborateplanned flights
undertaking archaeolo gicai fieidwork from
the air, and second that - as the nationai body
of record - the Royal Commission's work is to
observe and to record artefacts from the past,

even from the very recent Past. We are

concerned lvith the artefact itself, not with the
agent or agency that made it! It takes some

time annually to process and catalogue a

summels flying programmg but the
National Library of Air Photographs canbe
found at Alexander House, 19 Fleming Way,
Swindon SNl 2NG; intendingvisitors to
contact this address in advance.

CENTRE FOR CROP CIRCLE STUDIES
Pre-season Public Lecture at

THE UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX
COLCHESTER

March 7, 1992 at 7.30Pm

GEORGE WINGFIELD
THE EVOLUTION OF THE CIRCLE PHE\O\'IENA

to include startling revelations about the latest scientific evidence
(many colour slides and aerial shots)

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE AT STLIDE\ TS B,1R

ADMISSION f3 PUBLIC. 12 MEMBERS AND STUDENTS
Advance ticket sales from:

NFIL DURANT, "QUINCIES COTTAGE"
THE GORE, RAYNE, NR BRAINTREE, ESSEX CNIT 8RL

Telephone: 0376 25479

READ THE NETWORKING MAGAZINE
THAT CONNECTS YOU TO OTHERS WHO

CARE ABOUT SPIRITUAL VALUES AND
NEW APPROACHES TO LIVING

" Special offer to Cerealogist Readers *
Set of six back issues contaiting ctop circle articles. This

special pac*age includes lssue 49 (OctlNoo 7991) urith a tefl Page
Crop Circte lleport in colour . Pice: f8.00 + f2.{n pep.

Latest lssue 50 (Dec 7991llan 799D f225 + 50p pep.
Back issues f7.50 + 50p pep. Cheqtes payable to LinkUp '
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HOAXING EXPLAINSIT
Peter Williams sees no reason why hoaxing can not explain all the crop
cautious, but he shows that three 1991 formations, and by implication
certainly man-made.

circles. I(en Brown is more
many others, were almost

Hoax theory triumphant
pstsl \.^/illisms told us so inTlte Cerealogist, 3.
Then a lonely ttoice, he has since gained powerful
conoerts to his belief that it is all a hoax.

IN 1991 THE total hoax hypothesis gained a
considerable degree of credibility, and
despite a number of damage limitation
exercises, it seems certain to remain a force to
be reckoned with. For this we have to thank
(or to curse) the practical work of Doug
Bower and Dave Chorley, architects of the
Today rewspapet hoax, and the Wessex
Skeptics, whose hoax was seen on a recent
Equinox docomentary. Between them they
have shown that the real com circle experts
are the ones who make the cicles.

Doug and Dave's September hoax near
Sevenoaks in Kent was the most visually
impressive - a colossal l&eiement
"insectogram", quite as good as anything yet
seen. Pat Delgado called into inspect it, did
not merely declare it genuine, but enthused
"this is without doubt the most wonderful
moment of my research". Pat had always
claimed the ability to distinguishhoax from
genuine, and when confronted with proof
that he did not possess it, initially behaved
honourably and admitted his error. The
evidence Doug and Dave presented was
skong enough to persuade him that there
had never been such a thing as a "genuine"
crop circle - they had all been hoaxes. Later,
perhaps as a result of pressure from Colin
Andrews, he retreated into irrationality,
denied the evidence and reverted to his old
position.

The Today story carried other lessons.
Doug and Dave's use of planks of wood was
exactly the sort of crude method that all
investigators said would fool no one. Yet it
did, and apparently had done so for a long
time. There seems to be no alternative but to
conclude that investigators have adopted a

policy of disinformation about the circles that
amounts almost to a conspiracy. Circle
perfection has been exaggerated, and the ease
with which they may be made has been
played down. One wonders why this is so!

Prior to the To day hoax,3 members of the
Wessex Skeptics (Robin Allen, Martin
Hempstead and Chris Nash) made a ringed
quintuplet at Clench Common, Wiltshire.
Unlike Doug and Dave their intent was
primarily scientific: to test hoaxing methods
and the reactions of circle investigators. They
attained a higher standard than Doug and
Dave by using a lightweight garden roller of
the type suggested as the ideal hoaxing
implement in the Spring issue of Tfte

Cerealogist.Tl,:re roller method fuIly lived up
toexpectations.

Due to inexperience (it was only their
second night-time circle), and by their own

Co: ;ri tsrul, betaying an all-too-humn Inel of
:r:l:i-:e, ihis ?rimitiae daisy is easily drawn with ofie

i:a;:; J-:,.X. Ksr Broum shoros it to be a fake,

acr.r-sslon, conslruction did not go wholly
accordirg to plan, and the circle was
i-1a rte:.ed bv an a d h o c combination of rolling
ani ta;:.pling. \\rtrile thus not quite up to the
standarcs:hat the group had hoped for, and
rr'ha: cc;:d have been achieved with more
pra ctice., it :,onetheless proved wildly
su ccess i.r-i. \'ierr'ers of E q uino x w tll have seen
both Busi'' Tavlor and Terence Meaden
desc-b,nq the detailed slructure of the circles
tha t, iher' :ma gired, ru-led out any possibility
of hoax. l:ansmilted and unkansmitted
com;:rerts bv Terence Meaden were that they
rvere "genuhe i:r every way'' and"100Vo
psfed" r'\'e sat' Bustv Taylor dowsing the
cirde a:rd seemhglv encountering reactions
that prorided rurther proof that the forma-
tion rvas gurur:re. Terence Meaden also spoke
up on dorrsir,gls behalf. Not seen on TV was
the dramadc reaction of a French medium
tr'ho rr'as so overcome by the energies
supposedlv present that he had to be helped
arval'. G'eadss prrzzlgd by these events and
interested in sciorti-Ec testing of dowsing
claims should consult Flim Flazl by James
Randi).

The narrorr'ring arou-nd their circle was
made simplv bv rvalking tfuough the corn,
guided bv a centrally held sking. Such a

method oi making thin rings without leaving
damage had previously been dismissed as
impossible b.v" irtvestigators. Another
impossibiiirv achieved by the group during
the summer rvas rvalking through com away
from the tractor lines without leavingvisible
traces. This is apparently so easy to learn that
no doubt it is the method used by most
hoaxers to reach remote areas. It may provide
the best ansu'er to a remaining crop circle
puzzle - how are rings formed around central
areas of untouched corn? This year at least
one such ring was found to have a post hole
at the supposedly intact centre. Where the
central area is small, a post could be planted

simply by reaching in. A method that does
not require entry into the central area is
naturally preferable, and at least one exists.
Two hoaxers stand in the corn holding each
end of a pole. This will form the diameter of
the central untouched area. Attached to the
centre of the pole is a rope of fixed length, the
end of which is tied to a third hoaxer with a

roller or plank. This third man flattens a circle
passing through the points where the other
hoaxers stand. A longer rope is wound
around a projection at the centre of the pole
and again tied to the man with the roller,
who circles round flafteningcrop until the
rope has unwound. Further variations can be
imagined for like every hoaxing problem
there are many potential solutions.

A charge was m ade on the Equinox
documentary that hoaxing wastes investiga-
tors' time, but surely failure to check hoaxing
methods is the real time'waster, as it
encourages theproduction of unrealistic
theories that can lead the unwary astray.

For the meteorological theorists led by
Terence Meaden, these hoaxes have been
calamitous. Meaden has been forced to
abandon virtually every assumption he has
made about the supposed behaviour of the
vortices. Anyone doubting this should refer
to page 103 of his book,The Circles Et'fect and
Its Mysteies. Written at a time when his
original intuition, that all corn circles were a

weather effect, was undimmed, he claimed
that the structure of each circle revealed the
behaviour of the vortex that made it. No
limitation was put on the application of this
priaciple, which could be used to certify
literally any shape as genuine, providing it
included such effects as layering and braiding
- effects that we now know can be made with
a garden roller. Meaden consequently had no
criteria left by which to adjudge a circle
"genuine". He has dismissed the complex
formations that his previous theory encom-
passed, but continues to back the concept of

$*g;nutne" 
simple circle for personal

The Centre for Crop Circle Studies have
issued a statement on the loday hoax, though
not the Wessex Skeptics hoax, even though
both were known to them at the time, Any
objective assessment of this statement, made
without the least intention of being rude,
must condude that parts are a work of
fantasy. According to CCCS, hoaxing, as a

general explanation, is "far more implausible
than any other hypothesis". In other words
alien rabbits, diseased mice and good old
rotating hedgehogs are far more plausible!
Clearly this is a nonsense. Remember that
hoaxers have demonstrated their ability to
make, or at least duplicate, the largest
structures to the standard required. They can
produce fine structure and they can work at
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night. They canwork in well-monitored areas

without detection. Prior to their successful
circle, the Wessex Skeptics made another that
was detected during construction. Circle
spotters on theirway through the field where
the W.S. were at work under the light of the
fuIl moon suddenly realized that they were
not alone. Although close to the road the W.S.
had not been seen, and only in circumstances
where they could not be missed were they
seen. They themselves were unaware they
had been spotted, Thus people who assume
hoaxers are easy to catch are over-optimistic'
Circles are easy to make by a variety of
methods, and are now so well publicised
worldwide that it is no wonder that they are
appearing in other counkies. By Doug and
Dave's account Britain itseU is "another
country" - the circles started in Australia.
Many groups appear to be at work, so it is
not surprising that sometimes numbers of
circles appear at different places on the same
night. Analysis of the Barbury formation has
revealed that it could perhaps be made (or

copied) by two experienced hoaxers in 2-3

hours. Four hoaxers split into 2 groups ought
to be able to make a number of simpler
formations in a single night. With other
groups coincidentally at work elsewhere at

the same time, large numbers could be
expected. Such a blitzJike operation is
precisely what would appeal to the practical-
joking mentality, since the more improbable
the task is thought to be, the greater the
kudos in carrying it out.

In summary, the evidence is now better
than ever that there is no feature of any
known circle that cannot be Produced by
hoaxing. However a knowledge of hoaxing
methods is not by itseU enough, for of at least
equal importance is some understanding of
the psychology of practical jokers. At Present
it seems that this understanding, which need
not extend to approval, is widely lacking, and
that this is the crucial factor preventing the
hoax hypothesis from gaining the acceptance
itdeserves.

Evidence of hoaxing at
Cheesefoot head

lN THE LATE summer of 1991, Ken Brol'n
examined three of the crop t'ormations near

Winchester. ln each ot' them he found euidence

zuhich ilnplied that they were man-made, an'7lr
suggests that hoaxing is far more zoidespread tlnr.
has generally been thought.

I joined the CCCS late in 1990, mainly to
receive Tfte Cerealogistl After reading the first
arrival and buying the available books I
became compietely hooked, so much so that I
made slrenuous efforts to develop an
involvement at ground level. Early on I rvas

lucky to be introduced to the Cheeseloot
Head Monitoring Group, a loosely gathered
friendly bunch of well informed people who
meet regularly for lengthy discussions, based
mainly upon the geographical area to the east

of Winchester in Hampshire.
Like many other researchers who regularly

walk out into the cereal fields during the crop

circle hunting season I noticed narrow lines
of flattened stalks, perhaps between 3" to 5"
in width, rvhich underlay and were com-
pletely hidden by the main flow of crop,
usuallv rvithin the circles of larger forma-
tions.

As the last fe'iv pictograms appeared
around Cheesefoot Head during the later
days of Julv and ixto August this year, I
became Lnterested in trying to determine
vr'hat these hidden lines of crop might
represent. I therefore began to take photo-
graphs and measurements within 3 of the
accessible forrnations, each of which in its
o\\'n \\'a\r no*' has a story to tell.

The photographs which illustrate this
arlicle are oriv a small proportion of the
number taken. Horvever, these few have been
chosen as suiiable il.lustrations of the whole.
Interesteo :esearchers are welcome to
exami.rre mr' :nuch fuller report, the original
photog:aphs, and negatives if required.

3. Diagraffi (not ta scale) of the Chilcombe Down figure,
showing the prelimirury track xarks to the circle ceflffes

and the directions of subsqumt swirling.

Chilcomb Down'insectogram',
2 August'91.
OS ref. 52322872

Both the top and thebottom cirdes were laid
clockwiSe, with the linking pathway laid
down hill from the top circle to the bottom
one. From both ends ofthis pathway, straight
lines of fallen wheat stalks, 3" to 4" wide, run
into the two circles and end at points just to
the left of their centres. These little paths are
completely ooerlaid and hidden beneath the
main pattern of swirled crops in each circle.
There is ho doubt that these underlying lines
of crop were laid dowabefore the circles were
formed over the top.

Further eoidence fram this formation,fully
documented with photographs in Ken Broton's
Report, point to the conclusion that hoaxerst t'a e D own insectogram.

2. Tu'o of the sLLspect formations, the Cheesefoot Head ittsectagram and 6-petal flower, occurred in adjoining

fields abote the Dnil's Punchbotol where circles appear euery year.
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4. The narroru pathway of fallen wheatstalks, beneath the

clocladse suirl of the top circle in the Chilcombe Doun
insectogran, is laid towvrds the circle cmire, while sialk
in the linking conidor, beginning at the top oi the
photograph, lie in the apposite direction.

zoalked through the wheat,laying down prinury
'construction lines' before completing the t'1tll
design. Sirnilar etsidence, together with the

notorious D D signature, suggests that the tiL,o

other formations described below were made h!
tlrc sanre team of hoaxers. For another example of
primary construction lines, see the rniao of
Chorost's Report (page 22).

Cheesefoot Head flower formation;
16 August'91.
OSref.52802770

This flower pattem, the second of three in
1991, was found at approximately 2.15am on
the moming of Friday 15 August by two
CCCS researchers. It was not there the
previousday.

This was a 6-petal formation with uneven
spacing between each Up, thus leading to a

distinct lack of symmetry. There were 3 single
petal edges also laid, perhaps indicating that
this pattern was originally intended to have
12 petals on cornpletion.

It must be said that this particular flower
formation has been viewed with varying
degrees of suspicion by other researchers.

I visited this pattern many times and spent
hours of painstaking analysis in an attempt to
work out the sequence in which the 6 petals
and all the edges a4d swirls were laid down.

I was successfirl in establishing that there
had been 22 separate movements of crop
within the flower pattern alone (i,e. within
the inner of the 2 rings), and that these were
discernable by the crop stalks lying over or
under their neighbouring swathe or line.
There were some complex anomates to solve.
For example the small centrally swirled circle
showed in the top surface layer a distinct
brushing in to some of the petals, whilst at
ground level there was evidence ofthe circle
being laid down very early in the sequence.
Some petal edges which were laid over the
top of the swirl were themselves showing

_i. 11:: ::".sr :!etrl'1 defined single petal-edge in the
l::t:*'::,: !ui .louer is laid inwards (away t'rom the
::-:,-.; l: :.i: clurly made bet'ore the adjaccnt finished

er-l.lence of an early production. The central
arcle rr'as iherefore formed very early il the
sec uence oi lavs but returned to later for
tur:'..n er :n\. oi vement.

- lraru<,ated these findings into a coloured
prr.-ana-tiuead mock-up which I then took
on subsecuent revisits to the formation, both
Leiore and after han'estirg, to ensure that my
de tsrrr.ila tlors rv ere correct.

Figr-::e 5 shorvs the most clearly defined of
the singie petal edges, laid inwards towards
the centre. It lies underneallr the flow of the
adjaceni Sr.ished petal, and therefore it was
laid Ccr,,rL earlv in the sequence but not
reiurned to,

In Frsure 5 it is erident that there were
manv dr<h:rcl and separate pushes involved

7. Looking from the ciltre ot' the middle circle in the

Chees$oot Head insectogram, one can see bmeath the
superficial sutirl a thin line of stalks laid inu,nrds t'rom the
linkirrg corridor touards the centre.

6. Clearly seen here is how the 'Ee arietfin' text to tiw

flower ztas ntade by a series of separttte pushes.

in the laying of the 'eye antenna' which
appeared together with the flower.

I believe that the r.r,hole formation exhibits
a badly planned and executed lay which may
well have been intermpted by the arrival at
2.15 a.m. of the CCCS researchers.

Cheesefoot Head insectogram;
17 August'91,
OS ref.52732757.

Both left and right hand circles were laid
clockwise with the linking pathrvay running
right to left. The first and main public
entrance into the formation was from the
nearest hamline via a 16'-long trackway
approximately 11" nide on entry to the right-
hand circle.

From this public entrance point into the right
hand circle there is a 3" to 5" wide straight
Iile of staiks pointing inwards towards the
left hand side of the circle cenlre.

In the left hand circle there is also a

straight line of crop stalks beginning from the
right hand corner of the joining pathway and
again pointing inwards towards the left hand
side of the circle cenlre.

In both circles these narrow crop-lines are
completely oaerlaid and hidden beneath the
swirled crop of the clocku'ise lay.

There is no doubt that these underlying
Iines of crop were laid downbet'ore lfre circles
were formed over the top.

In figure 7 we are iooking from the centre
of the circle towards the joining pathway and
can see the underlying track made by the
hoaxers as they walked through standing
crops to the point from which they swirled a
clockwise circle.

I suggest that the hoaxers swirled the first,
right-hand circle, laid down the pathway,
walked through the wheat and swiried the
left-hand circle, thenretumed to widen the
pathway.

Detailed examination shows that the



hoaxers entered the field along a tramline,
strode into the standing wheat, completed the
formation and left the same way, perhaps
attempting to arrange the damaged crop
behind them. The fust viewers, two hikers I
am told, would have seen the same track
trace and used the same entrance - followed
later by us all.

How the underlyitg crop lines
are laid down
Do you remember that infamous report in
Today newspaper on Monday 9th September
where Doug and Dave related how they did
it? They strode into the corry laid down their
first circle, walked sideways through the corn
so as to clear a little path, and then, when it
was long enough, went back to the start from
where they both laid down the corn pathrvav,
making another circle at the end of the
corridor the same way as before.

To me, this clearly describes horv the
narrow lines of underlying and
counterflowing crop stalks were laid.

Why the hidden crop-line
points to left of circle centre

I conjecture that one hoaxer moves through.
the standing crop leavirig a track'lvar- oi
flattened stalks behind him, sufficient tc be

abie to see and follow in the darkness. Ai h.s
chosen spot he stops and commences lavng a

clockwise circle gyrating outwards. TLe ii-rst

lay is concenfric around a cenke point rr-hti'.
is necessarily a little to his right hand side or,

the first rnovement. (This could alsc explain
why a number of the dumb-bell circies are

slightly off-centre to the joining pathrvar'. )

The hoaxer's incoming trackway is then
completely covered and hidden undemeath
the circular swirl,

Other suspect formations
inferred
If, as i and others believe, the evidence
detaiied here points beyond any reasonable
doubt towards hoaxing in all three forma-
tions, then grave doubts must also arise over
the authenticity of all other crop formarior.s

which exhibit similar characteristics to those

examined.
I submit that hoaxing is the prime

suspect in each of the 3 formations because
the narrow Lines of crop stalks are laid in such
a sequence and/or direction that the oniy
plausibie explanation musi be that of
humanfeei.

it foilorvs that lvherever similar narrow
lines of crop are i-n evidence, then that
particular formalion and all others of similar
design must be vierved with an extremely
high degree of scepticism, whether the lines
are laid hidden underneath a fuller crop lay
(as i:r a circle), or found along an edge or side
which is poLnting in the opposite direction to
the general crop flou' (as in a pathway or a
box).

lf one lorr'er appears to be hoaxed, then
all 3 licrr'ers must bear the gravest suspicion.

li al-i 3 icia-rations exhibit the doubie semi-
crrcie sig:rarure, and they do, then all patterns
carr\--:1g ihe sanre D&D identity are highly
sus!€.t. r loes anybody recognise D&D?)

Th.e i :o:rr,ations include antenna(e) so all
s:ch a:e ccubti:1.

T;,, c ct -.r' lh,ree are based on the famfiar
iur:.r-:e' shape of 2 circles joinedbya path
',!'ai' a..c -,.,'e have examined already how
eas..- :,-,ai j i io make), so ail other crop
jcr-.:::c:,s. rrhether recent or past, which
:i'.-e ::.e J'-::nb-bell as part of their pattern,
:.Lus: lc l:allr' carry the same weight of
s:s:i:rnr. r.o matter hon'complex the
:3::.a::,.e; ci the site might be, ladders,
ia.::s c: :cxes heluded.

Pherrl and Cor blimey!

't :.as ieen a difficult decision whether to
Drese.,i ll'is evidence as fully, fairly and
'...'r:e-.. as possible, or keep it hidden under
f.: ca=e: ar,.d say nothing.

r ::J:.x at this stage I should ieave you to
..'u-',ji l..'r, experiences and imagination to
..:i'e.:j:e rvhere this might be leading tls" I
--.a.,-e nor sei out to convert you from
-.,.':.::er-er r.ie*.point you hold, only to present
s:rr.e factual evidence which in mv opinion
s-i:.s to poiat in a particularly disturbing
:::e::ioi.

=::1- io not pretend to have an answer to
::.cuntairr of evidence showing thai there
jc::r,ations occurring where the structure

-,,*:{t::."[f,tf
th4 M,l5uOL"4ra\
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of both soil and crop has altered, where
noises or lights are experienced, which
provide healing experiences, dowse strongly,
exhibit bent not broken crop, and appear
with grape-shot cirdes nearby.

I just think we should all exercise much
more caution thanhitherto before declaring a

formation "genuine".

I should be gratefirl to hearftom any reader who
has taken photogmphs or made diagrams of any

narow lines of crop similar to those described in
this artide. Please write to Ken Brown,33 The

Avenue, Liphool Hants, GU30 7QS. Tel:0t[28

723102.

The first correct answ-e: io the Ol,scuru Urkind loke com-
petition rvas fiom Pakick Haipur who, being our literary
edilci, was adjudged disqualiiied, so the desirable pdzes

rvere send io the second quickest off the mark: Keith L!'trch
of Banstable, Devon, and Tony Caidicott of Newark, Notts.

Solstice Greetings
STONELINE DESIGNS

New Solstice Greeting Card -
Pictish Art - Silk Scarves, etc.
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Dowsing the Crop Circles
NEW INSIGHTS INTO THE

GREATEST OF MODERN MYSTERIES
Erlitecl by -IOHAT L4ICHEI-L
Fivc leading researchers ancl clotr'sers gii.
separate accounts of their fildings. Each one
sces a dilferet)t aspect of the whole. Their
conclusions are that somcthing of great
significance is happerring in the corrrfielri'
Flcre at last rve can see what the clcusers are
saving. Edited and introducecl br JOH\
N{ICHELL, llditor of I'he Cerealogi.st.
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AUTHORITY'S ATTITUDE TO WORLD CHANGES
Political correspondent liirgen Krt)nig, observes the changes
symbolized and stimulated by the crop circle phenomenon,
the governing authorities to these events.

in world-views which are both
and examines the likely responses of

THE QIJESTION OF whether the govern-
ment is interested in the phenomenon of the
crop cfucles has been raised many times.
Some of the more cynical cerealogists tend to
say that politicians and civil servants are ioo
mediocre, if not too oufright stupid, even to
realize ihat something remarkable is going
on. Horvever one may judge the level of the
intellectual abfities of our decision makers -

and in some cases I would not undereslimate
tl,em - there is evidence of quite a substantial
interest by govemment departments and
institutions. A few conferences have iaken
place in a London minisfry in the past 9

montirs, attended by civil servants, scientis:s
and poiiticians. They discussed possibLe
explanations; the assumption tha t even-thj:, q

rvas a hoax was not taken seriouslv, neither
were they satisfied with the stationan'
whi:lr.r'ind iheory. They decided to spo.-ro:
an intensir,,e research programme, and
discussed the question of horv to treat ti";s
topic as far as public inJormation *'as
concr:med.

This fact is supported by evidence in a::
around tire cornfields: miljtarv hehcop:e:s
flying over the fields at dawn and sonr.ef.:r,es
ciuring the night; grcups of sol<liers on hrl's
and bar:roivs fur the vicinity of crop circle
fielcls, equipped with infra-red cameras,
measuring devices etc. (Ior'meterological
exercises', as they expiained to a passer-'ovi,
The amount of military activity this vear ',,,'as
at ieast as irigh as it was last year.

The government is right tc) be interested:
first, the ciicles appear in the bread basket of
the counh:y. We don't yet know the conse-
quences of ihe energies which forrn the
circles. There is a lot of secrecy about that, but
many crop circle researchers, including
Terence Meaden and a couple of foreign
investigators, have taken soil and crop
samples. Frorn the United States arri.red this
autumn the first results of laboratory research
into soil and crop samples from formations in
Wiltshire and Avon. The results are prelimi-
nary but exciting: significant changes in
radiation levels, changes in the celi structure
of the growth nodes and carbon-blackening.

Secondly, someone or something is
operating from above and/or from below,
reason enough for those who Ieel responsible
for the defence of the realm to try to find out
who or what it is.

Thirdly, and this is perhaps the most
important reason: the crop circles have
initiated a psycho-social mass phenomenon.
They have accelerated an already existing
process of change in belief systems.

Last summer it became clear to me that the
most irnportant aspect of this phenomenon is
its psychological impact. I have talked to
many people who went into the circies, many
of them for the first time in their life. People

.:. -:: - ','.: ::l::.t tict'ogrant spared by the farmer whm
:t t: ':-;t '.:tested.

,: ::.r :--,-;.;i;; .; .:::ici:-inioed triplet in Wiltshire.

:: ai c-asses, age groups and educationai
taci-:'::. js are r,oved by the circles. One
ccuic s:i' t:.at ihe phenorr,enon heips to
rrea.< a1.,,,-r,. ba-reru between people who
norrLJ.,' rr,a rt diJficult to communicate
rr'i :i. ea :--. oiirer ir'ithout having been
L;rtr;ducec iornarlr'. A laciy with a public
school acce: t ,.r'ho for the first time had gone
mto a .:oo :ircle told me she felt ihat the
piace haC a'ceneicial, healing atmosphere;
she ielt "....-a:r:rff rising up from her feet".I've
heard si:ri1a; ciescriptions ovet and over
again, especiailv tiom the female circle
visitors rr'Lo on ihe rt'hole seem to be more
sensitive. \Ianv peopie felt "uplified", more
energehc, r.;hj1e others complai:red about
headaches, tiredness a nd dizziness.

Popular reactions

One otten heard the opinion thai "nature is
frying to tell us somethi-n9". A farmer,
standng beside hjs fields, rvhich are reg-uiarly
spral,ed rr'ith a poisonous cocktail of
chemicals, irrterpreted the circles as signs of
warning. The earth is a living organism"
"Evervthi:rg n e do to her will fall back on us
eventually". Inierestingly enough he didn't
know of Lovelock's Gaia Theory. A young
Scottish student whom I met at the end of the
Avebury avenue said that crop circles
indicate the places "where we should build
new stone circles to heal the earth" (Terence
Meaden should be delighted with this
modern version of neotthic man). Many

circle visitors feel that the phenomenon
challenges us to change our worid-view and
leave the old materialistic perceptions behind.
Others interpret the crop circles as a sign of
changing times. The materialistic age of
Pisces is coming to an end, and in the age of
Aquarius mankind will enter a more spiritual
path, leaving self-destructive materialism
behind.

Ciearly there are more positive feelings
and associations connected with the circles;
fascination but no fear, hope, optimism, the
impression that the pictograrns and signs in
the crop are a syrnbolic language which
indicates warning and help at the same time.
Occasionaily people expressed fear and
anxiety, interpreting the sl.rnbois in the crop
as portents of approaching globai upheavals
and cataclysm.

lvlanv believe that the crop circle phenom-
enon is proof that we are not alone in ihe
universe. The strange lights and objects in the
skv lvhich so many have seen in recent years
are interpreteC eiiher as flyrng spaceships of a

material kind, spacesh-ios of exlraterresfriai
civilizalions, or as non-physical indications af
other dimensions and entities. Time and tirne
agaia I've come across the same descriptions.
Last year people ouite often sat'an illumi-
nated rotaturg funfair rvheei, or a friangle,
standing quietlv in the skv before suddenly
shooting aw'av. Most of ihe people who have
observed this forrr, of objeci were not au'are
that for a year and a l,,aif the same object was
seen over Belgium and Puerto Rico. Many
people seem relieved to learr. that they are
not alone in thefu cbser-,'aiions. that others
saw similar thlngs, haC the sarne visicns.

Interests of the state

Is the state i:rterested in ihis obvious effect of
a phenomenon on the consciousness of a

significant num.ber to its citizens? I think the
ansrver is Yes. For a long time State agencies
have been looking carefuIlv at the psvcho-
Iogical consequences of anomalies like crop
circles and L,EOs n'hich challenge the
dominatirrg belief s-vstems of our socielv. For
thern to ignore these things could be regarded
as neglect of duty. State agencies have aiways
looked at outsiders, dissicients and support-
ers of belief systems which were opposed to
the mainstream culture. In the 1950s and '70s
they concentrated on political grcups on ihe
fringes of society, groups cf the extreme left
or right, revolutionary students, militant
tendencies, red splinter groups, which could
ali be regarded as a threat to the very fabric
of society. The number and influences of
these groups have diminished; political
changes and the breakdorvn of communism
can be interpreted as a important indication
of the direction of the changes that are taking
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place. Communism and historical material-
ism were the clirnax of a world-view that
denied the non-material, the non-physical
and the spirituaf and adopted in the most
exlreme form the illusion that man was not
part of nature but its master - an illusion that
is still alive and strong in the western
capitalist version of industrial civilization.

The dissidents of the'90s are New Agers,
people who believe in asfrology, channelling,
healing, the use of the pendulum and
dorvsing rod, the iey-line hunters, and
Ufologists and the white witches (not to
mention the dark and biack versions) which
are an inevitable part of the scene. These new
dissidents may be peacefuI, they may not
pursue any political aims nor present any
apparent tfueat. But it would be very
surprising if instiiutions which specialise in
the observation of outsiders and fringe
groups did not pay attention to them.

A dramatic change

It is undeniabie that, mostly ignored by the
media and the scientific institutions, a

dramatic change is taking place, a change in
world-view, a paradigm change, and this
new belief system embraces the paranormai,
the parascientific, the spirituai and the exfra-
terrestrial.

In this context is seems necessary to turn
to the question of how religions evolr,e, ho*'
individual religious experiences lead to ihe
formation of groups and sects and hon' these

Iater on become established and instilutional-
ised churches. This is a question that so far
has been widely neglected by scientific
disciplines, such as iristory, sociology and
theology.2000 years ago a new world-v'ierr'
or religion was started by a group which
today many would refer to as a bunch of
long-haired hippies. They exercised an
alternative lifestyle and practised altemative
forms of healing, which were regarded as

miracles by the people" They propagated the
existence of other dimensions ("In my
Fathels house there are many mansions")
and non-material ideals, and this group stood
against the political, scientific and religious
establishment of their time even though they
didn't look for conflict with the established
powers. At that time the religion of the
antique world had become an empty she11.

The metaphysical message of the estabiished
Greek and Roman religions was not under-
stood any more. In this vacuum the new
religion found its place. dt first it was not a

religion of the educated, it was foremost a

religion of the simple people and slaves, or, to
use a modern phrase, the subculture.

The intellechrals of that time, the media
representatives and the scienti{ic community
of the Roman-Hellenic civilisation, must have
regarded this new spfuitual movement with
contempt; to them the new ideas must have
seemed irrational and absurd. But they
should have paid more attention. In a
comparatively short time the old world was
brushed aside, the gods were replaced by a
monotheistic religion, rationalism by
rnysticism, logic by the supernatural. This
was an ambivalent process. On the one hand,

. j;:..::.: :1'',r-:-r;lic to hide; titis 1991. lNiltshire
pirio",r.;:: r: ii:::--':_i;s: tt1 leCard.

the rlgid, na-ch' materialism and raiionalism
rr'hch Cerued ihe existence of the spiritual
dlmensior, rr'as pushed aside; on the other
hand, screi..hfic knorvledge was Cestroyed
th.at ir'o:l: har-e been rvorth, preserving. Our
globe 'ce:ai:ie a :-lat disc, our planet l:ecame
the ceni:E u.i the universe, astronomy,
maihe:rancs, the knorr'iedge of the atomic
s[-.i.ire oi t]rings, all these disappeared and
hac tc 're regahed in a long struggle against
re'i Et.ius :--::rdamentalism and scientific
dogr.a.

A nen-reiigion?
Are ',r'e erperiencing the beginning of a
siria: lrocess? Some scientists regard the
beher rr. -- FOs as the core of a new modern
lei=c:.. T1.e nerv belief system that we are
ab:e :o ocsen'e evolving around the crop
o;ie-. ,s aiso part of a wider picture. In 1984
53 -: o; al- .{mericans believed in the exist-
ence ci -TOs. 51 % of my fellow counlrymen
s:-are :h;s belief and the figures of the opinion
po:,i= :n c:her induslrialised countries look
srrr--a:. l1ris represents a dramatic change.
Fon' r'ears ago not even ten percent would
l..are ansrr'ered with Yes, and twenty years
aeo the hgure rvould only have been 307o.

lle :rerr'rr'orld-view or religion embraces
:.ci o:lrv the belief in UFOs and extra-
:ere.i:':ais; it accepts the existence of other
iur,en.sions, of non-physical entities in other
:ealrties - devas, fairiet spirits, ghosts; it
rcludes the belief in reincarnation and
unoersiands our planet, if not the whole
.Ds.los, as a living organism. The mind exists
o:isiCe ihe body and we are more than our
lhr-sical existence.

lhe reason ior this change in paradigm is
ea si lr' understood. Doubts about the material-
ishc and mechanistic wor(-view grow
s=onger as it becomes more obvious that this
rvorld-r'iew has led mankind into a destruc-
trve dead-end. The idea that the Universe is a

machine, that there are no mysteries, only
urLsoh'ed problems, that nature is dead and
that rr'e are allowed to do whatever we want,
is the decisive cause of the dangerous
developments that mankind as a whole is
norv facing. At the same time, the spiritual or
metaphysical messa ge of Christianity,
distorted and reduced as it has become, is
today less understood and accepted than ever
before. Werner Heisenberg, the quantum
physicist and Nobel Prize winner, wrote
more than 30 years ago that in his opinion the
modem materialistic world-view could not

survive after the deaih of Christianity.
Modern science itself is helping to

accelerate the process. Science generally has
turned into an orthodoxy; it Cefends its
mechanistic and materialistic world-view
ever more determinedly and rejects, ridicules
orignores everything that doesn't fit. The
reaction and the response to LIFOs and crop
cirdes are just examples from a long list of
rejected anomalies. But the fear of looking
with an open mind at the so-called 'irra-
tionall, or of studying phenomena we can't
yet understand, could be dangerous, both for
orthodox science and for its followers in the
rnedia and politics. The rejection of the
supernatural and the spiritual inevitably
supports the dark side of the longing for
spiritual renewal. As Matthew Fox put it, a
society that denies the mystic will faU into
various forms of "pathological pseudo-
mysticism" like superstitio& fundamentaiist
fanaticism or "cfuisto-fascism". These dark
tendencies could pervert the longing ofmany
people for a more spiritual world-view. There
is always the danger of even the most
positive ideals being misused by so-called
visionaries and charlatans, who pretend to
own or to know the whole truth.

The path to choose

I think it is impoltant to choose a path which
avoids the mechanistic-materialistic follies
and the dangers of fundamentalistignorance
and esoteric stupidity. Representatives of the
New Sciences, like Lovelock, Sheldrake, Paul
Davies, exemplify the mergingof spiritual
and rational elements. One could call them
representatives of a new, spiritual enlighten-
ment. More scientists than is widely known
have already left the orthodox frame of
materialistic thought. Asfrophysicists think in
terms of a multidimensional universe, of
paraliel worlds and of time travel. The
certainties of materialism have been de-
stroyed by quantum physics.

. But one should notbe over-optimistic.
Paradigm shifts are accompanied by conflicts.
The resistance of the old order will become
stronger, the more they feel that their position
is under threat. The scientific orthodoxy will
close ranks and will increase, not least with
the help of their media allies, the attack on
"dangerous irrationalism". Current events
around the crop circles have presented us
with examples. The activity of the groups of
so-called debunkers is an indication of the
gowing irritation of the representatives of
the old world-view. The Wessex Skeptics
desperately want to portray the crop circles

as human products and the crop circles
enthusiasts as dupes (shorMing that they too
are in the grip of the phenomenon). There
will be other Doug & Daves, there willbe
more disinformation, hoaxing and debunk-
ing. This will increase the number of
imitation hoaxers and sow further doubts
among the crop circle community. It will
diminish the economic spin-off from the crop
circle phenomenon. But in the long run, the
only peoplewho will have the wool pulled
over their eyes are those who donit want to
see anything anyway.
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NIEW SWIRLED ORDER
Michael Glickman

T}IOSE, AND THERE are many, who
contend that the Crop Circles transform their
students irr an inexplicable but benign way,
would have found a confirmation at the
Cornference in Glastonbury. The occasion
was entkely ioyful.

The organisers had been concerned that
the event would be undersubscribed, but
rvithin an hour of the doors opening on the
Saturday morning, people were having to be
turned away. This popularityproduced the
only crilicism of the meeting; the September
lyeekend rvas warn and the otherwise
perfect Assembly Rooms soon resembld a
steam chamber.

It rvas rr'orth braving the Turkish Bath.
The programme offered an exhilarating mix
of inJormation, speculation and entertain-
ment and Ior those who could not take the
heat, the Cornference spilled into the streets
and cafes of Glastonbury.

The programme was too extensive to
re\-iew entirely, but, though any selection
n'$ght be invidious, I hope I will be excused
f or menhoning two or three contributions.

\hchael Creen's Sunday Lecture, "Break-
l;..g the coCe of the Agrigi}?hs" was a
p.cciiglous piece of research which suggested
a connechon between the circles and the
cli.risation of Atlantis.

R.oland Pargeter spoke of the detailed
-:1der1av construction of the circles. Like a
il.o',r'a -i.:ache tracker he spends hours on his
:.anis a:ii ktees unrat elling mysteries by the
^-.i-, -: l- -rl

joi.:r. -:r:lish sang iI not the only, then
.e!l:r:-]..' '.:,e iust crop-circle song at the
Ccr.ce:i :--.e enterta jrment on Saturday
e,,'eii:.:. Lough he made no other direct
co.:::r'iir.,i io the Cornference, his influence
-t\'as per-,'a:11'e. His t'ork through the season
to Droc:,:ie reauhiul and accurate survey
dra.,r':r:s :.s e-,'ents occurred had helped us
a1.1 i:r our aiierr.Dts to start to unravel the
meanr,: ci :ats Dhenomenon.

Our ec:io: s chairmanship gave the whole
event :he -i.'arnth and openness which
reflects the n:entions of The Cerealogist.

It x'as tor,rc ihat the Doug & Dave "We-
faked-a11-the-Circ1es" hoax hit the streets the
very dav alter the CornJerence. Those ofus
who had b.eard Pat Delgado speaking so
sincerelv and enthusiastically on the previous
Saturdar' (comfortablv inhabiting his
Godfather of the Corn persona) were shocked
by w,hat \\'e read on the front pa ge of Today.

For mv part, having tumed-on several
American friends to the phenomenon,I was
called at unearthly hours after the "news" hit
the US. My friends were disillusioned. I felt
like some arvful dope dealer who had
inexplicably shut off his clients' supplies.I
reassured them they did not have to face cold

turkey. Bill & Ben were liars and there would
be more (real) circles next season.

Some months later, two interesting facts
remain. First, there is no evidence that Gilbert
& George produced a single circle, other than
the rough simulacra carried out in the
presence of the press. Scond, the wide-
spread, almost gleeful, acceptance of their
daims says more about societ;/s need to
deny than about the hoax itself.

In this respect, D & D might be seen as an
essential part of the development of the Crop
Circles and they, orothers like them, will
probably continue - with more or less success
- to hoax or claim to hoax. They wi-ll serve to
remind us of our inherent need to deny the
inexplicable.

*
As a part of the media circus for which this

hoax scam was developed, Granada TV
staged an audience-participation confronta-
tion between, on the one side, Doug & Dave
and on the other Pat Delgado & George
Wingfield. Of course, the barely concealed
sub-text of this programme was "get the
experts", that unpleasant side of our national
character which reviles ideas and prides itseU
on its ability to belittle and to debunk.

The idea that two "ordinary blokes",
"artists" as Today suggested, men "of average
intelligence" as they themselves claimed
(though this latter is an assertion which.
having seen them - I would dispute) might
pull the rug on silIy "experts" by a simple
hoax, was supposed to have the studio
audience screaming for Delgado and
Wingfield's blood. In fact, the audience (apart
from the predictable token aggressive
scientist) were restrained and reasonable.
They offered littie support for Doug & Dave.

Simply, they are self-conJessed vandals.
The National Farmers' Union should have
sued them for damage to ihe severai hundred
fie1ds they claimed.

*

I write some weeks before Christmas. It is
four months since the appearance of the
majestic BarbuI, Castle formaiion and
somewhat less since the Mandelbrot and the
"Brain".

In this breathing space everyone seems
bemused. The events of the last season were
so astonishing that many seem unable to
contemplate a comparable step forward in
1992.

The suggestion was made at the
Cornference that we should use this time to
plan and design a mark of gratitude to the
Circlemakers to be laid out, in a friendly
farmels field, at the start of the season. The
reactive and humorous nature of the
phenomenon asserts itself repeatedly. How
would it react to a signal from us?
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TFIE AQUIFER ATTRACTOR
Brian Grist observes a constant geological feature in the distribution of crop circles, suggesting a

reason why they cluster in certain disfricts.

The three major aquifer outcrops in southern England

ot' crop circles.

AN INTRIGUING AND thus farrarely
remarked upon characteristic of crop cirde
phenomena is the close correspondence
between these events and a certain geologicai
feature of the landscapes in which they tend
to appear. The evidence ofknown sites to
date demonstrates that an overwhelming
majority of circle events have occurred on
aquiferous ground.

'Aquife/ is a standard geological term
describing a stratum of rock which is capable
of both conveying and yielding water. To
qualify as an aquifer, the composite material.
must in the first instance be poroas enough to
absorb moisture. Porosity is determined by
the ratio or percentage of the total volume of
the pore spaces within the stratum in relation
to the total volume of the solid mass. The
pore spaces are what permit the passage of
liquids and gases, so the higher the ratio of
pore spaces in relation to the solid mass, the
more porous the bedrock. Typical porous
materials include sandstones, gravels,
limestones and clays.

In addition, the material must be suffi-
ciently permeable to permit the passage of
water. Permeability is determined by the
degree of its porosity. Dry clay, for example,
is porous in that it will absorb water but does
not function as an aquifer because once
saturated it is rendered impermeable on
account of the fact that the pores between the
constituent grains are so small that they
become blocked with water held by surface

T1:et ccrrelate narkedly ruith tlte distribfiion

tension. An irn permeable porous material is
knorvn as an aquiclude and one that is neither
porous nor perneable (e.g. granite) is called
^- --.,:L -^d\t all t ti LtSc,

It shouid go without saying that aquilers
are vitallr' important components of the
pianef's eco-system in that they serve as

na turai transmission conduits and storage
resen'oirs for groundwater, capable of
vieldLng rvater 'in sufficient quantity to be of
consequence as a source of supply' (1). The
rraior aquiferous materials are limestones,
sandstones and (most important of all) chalk,
and it is of interest to note that most iJ not all
of the far.oured locations for crop circle
e\-ents are in areas where these particular
bedrocks exist as surface outcrops (see fig. 1).

It is ri'orth noting at this point that aquiler
outcrops are invariably covered "with thin,
rr'ell-drai:red soils which render them suitable
ior the cultivation of short-rooted grasses and
cereal crops. The bulk of Britain's home-
grorrrr grain is consequently harvested from
these regions. Circles are not, however,
reslncted to fields of corn. They have also
appeared on aquifers in rape, grass and
beans: a fact n,hich might suggest that the
most consistent common feature of circle
events is their repeated maniJestation on
aquiferous ground.

Further observation of the phenomenon at
particular sites reveals the possibility that the
spatial relalioruhip between an aquifer
outcrop and an aquiclude may, in some cases,

exert a critical inlluence in the positioning of
circle events. One of the sites where such a
relationship exists is Westbury, where
formations have been regularly observed at
the foot of the Salisbury PlainescarPment on
the gently undulating greensand step whidt
borders the westem edge of the chalk outcrop
from Dorset to Cambridgeshire. Along this
itep runs the 83098 road and it is here that
the maiority of the Westburycircles have
been discovered. Given that events have also

occurred just a short distance away, on the
shallower chalk slopes to both the east and
the west, their frequent manifestations on the
greensand step indicates that, in the first
instance, the phenomenon is not necessarily
confined to chalk grounds. This greensand
ledge is, however, similarly aquiferous and
its junctionwith the gault and cldy outcrops
on the northern side of the 83098 is marked
by the Tiswell and Bridewell Springs plus, at
Town Farm, a pumping station (2). Circles
are familiar here on both the chalk and
greensand but rarely if ever has one been
found on the aquicludesbeyond the edge of
the greensand st9p, despite the raising of
crops beyond the point of the aquiley's
convergencewith the day. Furthermore, it is
noticeable that circles have appeared closer to
the edge of the aquifer during er<tended dry
spells, as during the summers of 1989 and
1990, causing one to wonder whether or not
their placements might in some way be
influenced by the relative position of
subsurface water levels at the moments in
time when the events occurred.

The fields betweenWarminster and the
village of Upton Scudamore, in an area of
ground which extends roughly Irom Cley Hill
to Colloway Clump, provide similar exam-
ples of aqui{er preference. This same location
is also reputed to favour alleged 'IJFO' '

sightings and has in recent years been studied
in some detailby Terence Meaden, who has

recorded evidence of 'atmospheric vortices
with luminescent effects' in the same vicinity
(3).'This area can thus be considered as

something of a 'hot-spof forboth
luminosities and crop circles. It ought also to
be noted that the area is a well known natural
watershed.

Meadenhas described and mapped the
sites of known circle events at Cley Hill
between 1982-1985, noting that they occurred
in fields to the east of the hill (4). It so

happens that these sites follow the easterly
movement of the receeding water-table
during the summermonths: a factorwhich
may also play a part in the posilioning of the
1982-1985 events. Inprolonged dry spells, the
table peaks at the lower ground extending
north-south from Upton Scudamore to
Warminster and in recent years a number of
sophisticated formations have appeared on
the lower grounds in the area between our



first point of reference, Cley Hill, and the
other, that of Colloway Clump.

An impressive view was to be gained of a
few of the 1990 circles at Upton Scudamore
from a bridge on the raised portion of the
recently constructed Warminster by-pass.
From this vantage point one could clearly see

five small circles in a field to the east, situated
close to the edge of the chalk aquifer where it
meets a band of alluvial deposit. In the field
due north of this one, on the crest of a low
chalk slope sui:rounded on three sides by
alluvium, a more dramatic event had
occurred resulting in an impressive four-
ringed quintuplet. Further to the east, on the
other side of the A350 Westbury-Warminster
road, the alluvial beds extend into a natural
amphitheatre and although cereal crops are
regularly raised in these fields we have [tt]e
if any evidence of an event ever having
occurred on the alluvium. The distinctive
feature of this particular location, then, is the
apparent bias of the primary agent for the
long, low slopes of the chalk aquifer and the
possibility of a relationship with a fluctuating
water-table.

The Avebury,/Beckhampton disrrict
provides us with furtherexamples. Siibury
Hi[ occupying a spot at the tip of a chalk
spur close to the Swallowhead Spriags, rs
situated at the base of the aquifer. The fields
on the spring-side of the aforementioned
spur, angled down towards Silbur1, HiU,
contained quintuplet formatioru in both 1989
and ?990, and a dumb-bell shape in 1991.
1989 also saw the field to the north of Silburv
beset by circles and these appeared on a bed
of lower chalk, within a few yards of a bar,d
of alluvium which stretches the length of ihe
base of Waden HiIl up to the outer border oI
theAvebury henge - from which point it
continues north to Berwick Bassett and \vest
towards Little London. The edge of the chaik
outcrop forms an arc in the south-east comer
of the field in question and one of the 1989
quintuplets was situated close to the edge oi
the aquifer, avoiding the crop growing in the
corner on a thin layer of alluvium. Sirnilarlv,
each of the 1991 formations appeared on
descending chalk grounds and at least three
of these (at East Kennet, Boreham Down near
Lockeridge and the westen slope of Overton
Down at West Kennet) on land close to
alluvial beds. In each and every case, they
'preferred' the drainage slopes of the chalk
aquifer.

Another band of alluvium stretches south-
west from the Beckhampton roundabout.
Along it, following the line of a dry river bed,
runs the ,4,361 road to Devizes. The fields to
the south of this road at the Beckhampton
end are farmed by Stephen Horton and the
one traversed by a Roman road was host to a
series of impressive events, including a
triangle formation accompanied by outlying
boxes and arrow-head shapes, inJuiy 1990.
The alluvial bed is at its "widest here and yet,
despite the fact that crop was growing right
up to the edge of the road, all of the forma-
tions appeared on the chalk aquifer. Of
further note in this instance is that the
featured field appears at first glance to be flat.
Closer inspection, however, reveals it to be a

low dome (this is more evident when
approached from its southern perimeter) and
the triangle was situated on its crest. In the
north-west corner of the field is a well-hole
and it is perhaps worth mentioning that, as at
Upton Scudamore, this spot is a noted
groundwater catchment area.

What, iI anything, are we to make of this
correspondence befween circle events and
aquifers? In the first instance, I would
recommend furiher observation and closer
irspection of the geological properties of
knotrr orde sites. If the aquifer prefetence
continues to be as dominant a feature of the
phenomenon as it has been to date, then I
believe rve can quite reasonably assume that
there is something about the properties of
aquiferous landforms that'attracts' cirde
events. As indicated earlier, the essential
prope.,."* of an aquifer is dual: it both absorbs
and lields grou-ndwater. Examples of circles
appearing on groundwater drainage slopes
are legron and clearly evident to anyone who
iakes the trouble to plot the locations on a
geologrcal survey map. Would this indicate,
then, that the aquifer is rendered attractive on
account oi its subsurface water courses?

The latter question is not posed lightty, for
ri aquilers are preferred because of their
es-nhal *'ater-bearing properties then we
can also begrn to broaden our view of water
ol'uralion and dowsable 'energies'at crop
circle sites. l{ater levels in aquifers are
seldom stable unless trapped deep under the
grc'urrd beneath an overlying non-aqui{erous
'oedrock. in a surlace outcrop, the water
levels are constantly shiffing and water in
moiion is, of course, a particularly potent
sor.rrce cf nalural energy. Water is also a
:orducior of eleclricity and therefore an
a:s'-rabiv valid means of attracting an
e::c i:rca llr-charged'ionised vortex' to earth.
P:eL::r.:ia= research further suggests the
rcssr'rr-:ii' tnat a ciose correspondence with
ac'.:jeis s scnething that crop circles share
rr:i-r a st-icant proportion of round
:a:r3'.,,-s a ink rvhich seems to me to demand
--l^..- -,-^-r^-

I: :.as :c :e sard that tiris particular iine of
ri\-es:tqa:rc:. rs sii11 r'ery much in its infancy
anc re,f'.t-:ss a good deal rnore careful sfudy
beiore :: :a:. .,-ieid anv tangible clues as to the
idendl- oI tne causal agent. Unti_l such time
as the mvs:e.,' of hotv the circles are Iormed
is conclusi,,'elv resolr'ed, however,I would
suggesr -i',at the repeated manifesiations of
the phenonenon on aquifers is one of the
precrou,< :e'.r' ccmponents of circle events
rvhich ren-larns consistent enough to allow us
the opco:i;litr' to extend our knowledge of
preciseh' .,,,'hat is happening out there in the
fields.

NOTES
(1) Walton, 1\'. C.: fte Viorld Of \Natt (Weidenfeld &
Nicolson. London. 1970), p.13{.
(2) See Hudrogeologiul Map Of 'l'le Chalk And
Associated Minor l,qtit'ers Of tNessex (hstitute of
Geologicai Sciences and Wessex Water Authority,
1979).

(3) Meaden, G.T.: The Circles Et'fect And lts Mysteries
(Artetech, BradforC On Avon, 1989), pp.34-35 & p.39.
(4) Ibid: p.39.
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A EAIRY WHIRLWINID
PatrickHarpur examines the tale of a crop circle witness and its mythologicai implications.

Gods at' Hellas, gods of Hellas,
Can ye listen in your silence?

Can your nrystic aoices tell us

Were ye hideT In flaating islands,
With a zoind tlmt ettermore
Keeps yott out of slght of shore?

Po"n, Pan is dead.
(Elizabeth Barrett Brou,ning)

\MTN-EsSES FINALLY UNR,A.VEL RIDDLE TI-{A?5

IIAFFLED THE wonlo read the headline in the
Mtti! on Swday,25 August, 1991. Needless tc
say, witnesses did no such thing. B'Lrt

something interesting did happen to Gary
and Vivienne Tomlinson as they lvere out
waiking near tl're viltrage of Harnbledon. Ms.
Rebecca Tyrrel, rvho reporied their siory,
does not mention the daie because it occurred
more than a year trefore and so scarceh,
qualifies as 'nen's'. "The air was siill and
humid," wroteMs. Tln-rel, when sudderLly
"in a run of whirling air and stunned bv a
higir-pitched whine, the couple discovered
the secret of the rings which had baffled the
world. 'We were standing at the edge of a

ccrnfield,' explarins Vivienne, 'when we sarr'
the cnrn on our right was rnoving. There n,as
a rnist hovering above and we heard a hjgh-
pitched sound. Then we felt a wind pushing
us from the side and above. It was iorcing
down on our heads so that we could hardlv
stay upright yet my husband's hair was
standing on end. It was incredible. Then the
l,l hiriing air seemed to b::anch into tn,o and
zig-zagged off into the distance. We could
stili see it like a light mist or Iog, shimmering
as it moved. As it disappeared we were ieli
standing in the circle again and we were leit
witir a tingly feeiing...' The Tomlinsons were
so stunned by the event they couid not talk
afterwards. nVe didn't speak for ages,' savs
Gary, 'we iold no one until three days later,'
Vivienne, ar 36-year-o1d housewife from
Guildford, still suffers earache from the
amazing event ai Hambledon. 'The noise rvas
tremendous,' she says. 'We Iooked for a

helicopter above us but there was nothing.'
Gary still shivers at the memory and ho*'his
hair stood on end..."

Enter ihe good Dr. Meaden.'The
Tomiinsons' story is magnificent,' Ms. Tr.rrel
says he said. 'There is no way they could
have made it up.' Actually, they could easilv
have; br.ri Dr. Ivleaden believes them because
he believes tirat the Tomlinsons experienced a

piasma vortex in whose existence he believes.
Enter Pat Delgacio. In his talk at Tfte

Cerealogist CornJerence he related how he had
telephoned Ms. Tyrrel and accused her of
faking a photo which adorned her article. It
shows Meaden and the Tomlinsons in front
of a ropey-looking brace of com circles.
Delgado said it was a composite photo,
cobbled together for effect. Ms. Tyrrel did not

acimit this; nor did she deny it. Delgado
seemed to ihink that this rendered the wirole
ariicle bogus. in addition he pointed out a
discrepancv in Mrs. Tomiinson's account: at
one point she savs she n'as standing at the
edge of the iield; at anoiher, that she,aras left
standing r*ith the corn flatiened around her.
There rvas some derisive laughter among the
audience. Finally, Delgado said that Ms.
T1,rre1 sard that the event had occurred in
lriarch, 799A, t'hen, of course, the com wouid
have been green and about six inches high.
Delgado reiished this. lnstead ofbelieving
thai \f s. Trrrei had made a mistake, at seems
ilkeir', he chose to beLieve that she had
accuratelv reported Mrs. Tomlinson because
rt Ciscrediied her story. He want to disbelieve
hei because he does nct want to believe that
sh.e er:er.enced Meaden's plasma t'o'tex il
rr-hich he Coes not believe.

A r,r'iristling mist
Enter Paul Fuiler. A rnonth or so before the
ivTail oti Sttnda,.l study, he published (UFO
Tlnres \o. 1.1) Vivian (slc,t Tomlinson's
account x'hich, he says, was taken frorn her
origrnal ietter to the Sunday Mirror. The event
occurred on 17 May, 1990. As an adrnirer of
Dr. \lealen's theory, Fuiler beiieves the story
to be a description of a plasma vortex.
llorr'ever, I see no reason not tcr read it in a

traditional rvav, for which (unlike the vortex)
there are many orecedents. I quote Fuller/s
.,'ersion irr fu1l (in italics), adding a few
u:seemlv intrusions of my or,r.'n:

" 'iie stopped to watch the wind blawing on the

:: m , ser,tiing oaoe after waae of ripples right
;:ris-< ;l;: corn, making it appear like a golden
!rrii'r: ,<ea. i haae always held a fascination t'or
;;:ttj. ,iri. sototd, and can lose myself zoatthing
i:."

The time, according to Mrs. T.'s ietter, was
9pn.. In \Iav, this would havebeen twilight,
t-he hour rvhen the borders are blurred
betrr'een subject and object, light and dark;
the hour rvhen the door of the Otherworld is
ajar. \{rs. T. has an affinity with whd.
.{ireadv she is entering into its rhythrn,
begpnning to feel that union of in-here' w,ith
'out-there' rvhich marks all visionary
experience. She is becoming absorbed, losing
herselJ. She has always known that wind is
never oniv rr.irrd. It is breath, spint, pneuma,
rr'hich brings nature shivering to life. Itblows
uncannilv irr our dreams, giving notice of
some imminent epiphany. Much of the
authenticitv of her account comes from its
dream-lj-ke - even nighfmarish - atmosphere,
rvith its urgent illdefined punctuation, and
its stream of impressions bordering on
irLcoherence. Clear linear description is not
suited to the suddenness and awe of
epiphanies. Sure enough, as in a dream, the
scene is set and then

" Suddenly there zuas a change in wind pattern,
it appeared to be pushing t'rom both directions. At
the eentre rlaint the wind gathereti t'arce pushittg

forzuard sending strong uraues in the ecrn. The

zohistling grew siranger in the corn, almost like a

high-pitaheC pan-pipe flute sound. We both looked

up t0 see if titere was a helicapter aboae us. There

wfrs lrofie, it felt strfiilge".."
Wind is never only wind. Tradition has it

thai n,itches and demons ride on it. '\47hen

there are mighty w"inds,' wrote an Essex

clergyman in 1587, 'the Devil is abroadl.' On
5 ianuary 1839, ihe Night of the Big Wind, ail
the fairies are said tr: have departed Ireland2.
It is the iairies, too, lvho communicaie by
whistting - 'clear, noi rougir,' says Rev. Kirk3,
adding thal they sornetirnes hiss iike geese or
scream like sea-gulls" Irish fairies also n'histle,
according to Lady Gregoqy' and tr'v".Y. Evats-
'//entz5. So do the Korrigans, Breton iairies,
who 'vrere noted for rvhistling where they
congregated5.' Katharine BriggsT acids
buzzing, drumrr.ing and humming. Colin
Andrews described at the CornfereRce how,
alone beside a corn circle, at his rt,'it's end aii

to what migirt lie behind it, he sent out a

prayer to whatever deity might be listening.
At once a noise started up about eight feet
away - abvzzing, crackling noise" He was
frightened; he all but panicked.

Mrs. T.'s story proceeds to a further
climax:

" suddenly there was a gush of strang wind
pushing down agairst us. The wind circleC raund
us,laoking down, zae rioticed asrn being pushed

daun,lt started zuith ene large zohirlwind" This

broke into another ane, pushing the offset one into
the side, whirltrg away pushing dorun the carn.

The circle rue zuere in was fast becoming interesi'
ing. Miniaturc -altirlwinris were appearing ane

afler another, raoidly zuhirling arovind the carn in
small btmches, then gently t'alling down."

If wind is never only wind, then this is
especialiy true of wiririwinds" Whklwinds are
aln ays fairies - look them up in Funk and
Wagnell's Diclionary ot' Folklore. Thev range
from the smallest eddy of air (to which the
Irish wisely doff their hats) to the little
Scottish whirlwinds by which fairies travel
(according to Sir Walter Scott), to the fuIl-
blown fairy rout or Wild Hunt led by a

horned demon that maddens anyone in its
path8. To be struck by a fairy whirlwind, says
Lewis Spencee, is devastating. Mrs. T. was
lucky to escape with earache. Fairies are, as it
were, the inner meaning of whirlwinds, both
equally capricious and unpredictable. Even
gods do not disdain to appear as whirlwinds,
like the one Jehovah spoke out of to Job (Iob

38:1). In this case, Jehovah was at his most
skittish, colluding like a trickster with the
Devil, the better to smite Job with boils, and
worse.

Mist, by the way, is only mentioned in the



newspaper account. But mist is never on]y
mist, as any folklorist (not to mention
Hammer films) will confirm. Mist is as hair-
raising as whirlwinds, harbouriag daimons.
Only this year, on 28 June, it tricked a battery
of cameras, radar, directional mikes and
inlruder alarms at Morgan's Hill. Nothing
could move undetected in that field. The mist
came down. Then it lifted bit by bit unti-l
ihere was only a patch ieft. At about 6.15am
the last patch ilfted - to reveai a small but
witty'dumb-bell' formation. Did the
watchers laugh? Did they hell. Anyway, lef s

finish the tale:
"We stood in amazement, the corn xLrirled and

then gently laid down. There was no t'eel of zuind
now or sound. lt t'elt strange uatching these roer-

fast gatheing whirlztsincls. Tlrcy j ust seane d t o

increase; they were enaeloping around quickly. I
panicked, grabbed nry lusband's hand and puiled
him out of the circle"" Mrs. T.'s instincts *'ere
sound: 'At certain times anyone rvho steps
into a fairy ring or joins in a fairy revel is
kapped... Specifically there were places
where thefairywhirlwind could piuck a

hespasser into the skyro.' The rvhole ;encr cl
her story is fraught with sh'angeness,
wildness, panic. It was an encounler crai:e;
with numinosity rather ihan elecf on', a g:.::-
ism.

Is ihe'in ielligence' behind the c jrcl e-q, ::.= :.
the greai vague Enelgv beloveC oi-irr-,,,-:::: ::
is it tl ie cosn':,ic I iigher Ccns;i - -:r.e: :
l'avoured i:y the prophets? Ci'.'e r:.r : a:e=.:
On Viy': evidence ii's fairiis. Cail f:,a::.
plasma vortices if yoi: n:usi; but, ::a' '. ',.,--

oughi to be a}:le to cio witlr.out Frr:he:
metaphors for faines, tvh.c are thensel'-;.
already metaphoricai (but, unlike r'.--:ir:=.
real). Caii me oiC-fashioned, bu:',; j-.=:. ::
comes to tile hr:nian conditior,., l'l-l :a.:
rnythoioEi-r over rrteteorolcgJ' eve:-.' iL:". s

Ani look, li.rne.sriv, I'm nor .rga:ns: r: =. :-.
and Consciousness, Ccd forbid, ir's ir:s: i:.::
i.lrcv rc boring. I"4ore interestlng i. to : -r
lr''hat sorf or stlir oI Energy or Consciousne..
h,e're up against. It produces revelatiors ..-=>

But is ii iea11y the ievelaiion of a ner^,' r;'i:ir-
order'? It is reallv ?Ligher'? Crantei thal
humans can't make what 'experts' call
ariiheniic ci:'cies. But are they mc,re beau::--;l
that the $istine chapei ceiling and do ihe''.
ltave mcre io tell us ihan the rvoi'ks cf Plair:
We should bervare the spiriiualists' ia]1ao' oi
assuming r'hat the supernatural equals th.e

sucer-meaningful - of attaching more
importance lo ihe sr:pldstrjr of spirits than tc
iruman phiiosophy"

As for'higher', C.G. Jung sirowecl rl.iat
there are many kinds ol higher consciousr,.ess,
located (paradoxicaliy) in tlLe unconscious.
Eacir is represented by an archetype lr'nici.,, as

Jung's own idiosyncratic classiiication
showed, can best be imagined as a person.
This is traditionally, calied a god. Knorvledge
begins by discer:ring which god or goddess
lies behind phenomena (including our crvn
conscious attiiudes). Discernment is helped
by the accounts of divine behaviour and
attributes found in rnythology; and, for us,
since the Renaissance at least, this means
Greek (and Roman) mythology. Moreover,
adepts at disceming the gods - some poets,

most Neoplatonists, for example - noticed
that each deity is diffracted like light into a
many-coloured spectmm of minordeities, or
daimons, which act like attendants or agents.
Jung called them complexesor the'little
peopld who preceded their archetype. I have
suggested in earher Cerealogbfs that crop
circles are sdated by, or are alternative
manifestatiors of, daimons in the train of
Herures-Mercr:rius, the hickster who lies
pehapsbehind all anomalous phenomena.
But we should bear in mind, that, like all
gods, Herrnes as Higher Consciousness has
his'lowed side, dark as well as light. The
unconscious ardretypes are, as ]ung would
say, contandnated by inferior traits. Gods
travebothsub- and super-human atkibutes;
they arefond of appearing as animals.

The hallmarks of Pan
Now,inwhichgod's retinue are the
Tomlinsond daimons to be fognd? What is
theflooour of t3tek experience? My guess is
goat-flavoured; the god, Pan.

Pan's draracteristic hour is noon; his place,
any cave, dcll, grotto or wood, as long as ifs
wild- Neitherof these conditions fits Mrs. T.,s
acrount. But we musi not forget that,
according to theHomeric Hymn to Pan, Pan
r+.as fathered by Heflres so that there is a
familyreseurblance between them. It may we
tlrat she encountered the Panic aspects of
Hermes; thaL urder cover of Hermetic
twilight, Pan appeared in the cultivated fields
ocpressly to reintroduce a bit of wildness -
iust as he injects a bit of hoof and hair and
goat-stink into the sweekress and light of the
Ne*- Age nymphs who presurnptuously
daim the crop cirdes as their own. FIaU
animal, Pan might well be the'lowe1 part of
HerneJ figher' consciousness. But Pan is
not all brute force. Thanks to his Hermetic
aspect his actions canbe examined for
messages; thry are modes of communication,
as rve feel the cirdes to be.

Ptutardreported that a cry went through
late antiquitv: "Great Pan is d ead!" lt
anrrcr:nced that Nature's creative voice had
fallen silenl Fq,om that moment on, she was
no longer a living, independent power.
Sbrrcs, trrees, animals were no longer animate
- no longer gods and daimons themselves -
but at best symbols, at worst only animals,
trees, stones, But immortal Pan could not, did
not die. He moved north to lead the Wild
HurrN he took cover behind the Christian
Desil; lrc haunted the literary imagination (in
English poetry lre outnumbers his nearest
Greek riyals in statistical appearance by
nearly two to one)rl. Above all, he lived on in
ourdr€ms, turning them to nighUnares with
his erotic, deuronic, panic atfributes. As god
of nightmareE, Pan is called Ephialtes (he
who jumps up-) who presses down on us so
tlut we cannot move or speak - as the
Toorlinsons discovered after the whirlwind,
whichmighthave been expected to suck
them up, in fact pressed ihem down. In the
fields asin d:eams (as Colin Andrews knows)
Pan reverses the world: while we are rooted
to the spot, Natuye stirs and the Otherworld
comes twittsing towards us. Pan instilled
panic 'particutarly t}rough acoustic phenom-

enarv. The Tomlinsons heard his reedy pipe
build up to a roar ('the noise was tremen-
dous', said Vivienne). ?an revenged himself
on those who disturbed him with a sudden
loud shout... which had the hair bristle on
their headsl{.' Perhaps Elizabeth Barrett
Browning was premature. What if the wind is
blowing the gods back within sight of shore?
What iJ the rumours of Pan's death are
greatly exaggerated?

Pan provides the archetypal background
ta spontaneity - that is, events which are
gratuitous, lawless and, by definition,
uncaused. Although they lie outside explana-
tion, they are not random (a quantitive
concept) but qualitative and sig'nificantl5.
They are connected to us acausally by
meaning. This is sychronicity, the coincidence
of an inner psychic state with an outer
physical event. Pan plans a key part in
sychronicity because he connects nahrre
inside (irutinct) withNahrre outside. This is
why peopie who are preocorpied with
spontaneous events - parapsychologists, crop
circle cranks like us, etc. - are, like Pan, cast
out from the civiiised order of rational rnan"

Ali civilised structures, such as science and
organized religion, have their defensive side,
designed to protect us from panic. But over-
proiection stifles instiuct and breaks the
relationship to Pan. It can become pAranoid -
and then we positively need panic to shatter
our defenses, send us:ncpping and mowing
out of ihe city walls inio the r^,,ildemess.
People whr: igncre crop r-"ircles instinctively
recognize their Fanic eiement. Nalurally they
do not wani to stari dismantiing lheir normatr
yierv cf ihe',r,orl<i. But u'hat oi those r.r'ho
aci'ively engage rvith ihe circles? Ca:':'are
cieieci, in the surprisirrg dogmatism of both
scientists and superna luialisis 1ike, an
exciu:ion *i Pan? And a'hen He comes
huffiig anc puiirr,g on the'*ails, clon'i they
feei a htie unde: sei.ge, a icuch paraaoirl?
I)espite tle beaut')i anc benevolence of ihe
circles. cilr, thcs* .,vhr-- have:ccepted their.
Panie a-qpect are abie to a.ce?t the circles as
ihey ars, in anct fcr il'er:r:seii'es,.,r.iihout
seeing ccnsoiracies beitlid ihe circles or
behrnd the hoares or lelrind el:iics cJ their
thecdes.

payrng aitention to Fan ineans keeping
scui a:r.d Na ture tise iher,,*re",'entir:.g the
dirrorce behveen 'in-here' and 'cut-ihe::e'.
Recognitior, oI the goat-god in the soui's
gpotioes ieads io self-kr,orv1eCge, heaiing and
ireet{om, as Sosrates kne*'. His praver at the
close ol Phderir rs *'ould sianci reBeaiing by ait
crop circie visitors:

Belcued Pan and aii ve oihe: gods it:ho hatini
this piace, gii:e ine bear;a+ in the inwarei soul; anlt
may tlrc cufeoard and the inuard man be at one.'

Notes
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REVIEWS

I{oax Theorists Rebutted?
John Michell
THE SUMMEI{.1991 CR.OP
CIRCLES
Michael Chorost
lvlufon UFO Journal, g3

TWO VISiTINTi RESEARCi-IERS from
Arnerica distinguished themselves in the 1991
Wessex cropfieids" One of t}rem was the
famous bigfoot-hunter and rrrystery sleuth,
Jon Erik BeckjorC of Cali:fornia. Large-fran-red
and n ith an IQ to rnatch, he generously
shared with ail fellow-enthusiasis the
interpretations of pictogram svmbols, derived
from his unique knor,viedge of the controver-
sial Tifinag language; arLd he laboured
niightily to crush out a peremptory TALK TO
USi message in someonds w'heatfie1d.

In conirast to the exuberani Beckjord, the
other American visitor was slight-figured and
engagingly diffident. Michaei Chorost, a

l,oung literary graduate, quickly made his
name as a determined, systematic and
seriouslv motivated researcher. Without a

car, relying on lifts from his new admirers, he
found his rvay to crop circle sites all o..'er
Wiltshire and beyond, and while the native
cerealogists held channelling sessioru in
pictograms or sunk pints in the Waggon &
Horses, Mike r.vas out in tire cornfields,
observing, measuring and collecting samples
of circle-affected crops and soi-l.

iieturning to America, he submitted his
samples to the appropriate scienti-fic laboratc-
ries. The results of their tests are outlined in
this Report.

The report has caused great excitement
among cerealogists. Staggered by the hoax
sensations, with theories and certainties
crumbling around them, they have been
relieved by the great news which Chorost
brings. straight from the test-tubes of science.
Crop circles, we are scientifically informed,
are no hoax. Their mystery has been restored.

As one would expect from this author, the
Report is fineiy written, and covers much
ground, ever interestingiy, without lvasling
words. In Section I we are made to realize
that all the curent theories about crop circies
are flawed and iladequate. Instead of
arguing for and against hoaxing, alien
inteltgence, earth energies and plasma
vortices, cerealogists should concenkate on
what they are supposed to be researching,
ask the relevant questions, observe and
collect the evidence and submii it to proper
anaiysis.

Section II has a brief account of the'91
season and a first-hand description of the
'ringed Iish' formations which appeared late

in the summer around Avebury. Chorost was
much impressed bv these figures. He
examined r:'ith fascination ihe subtle details
of their swirling, rvhich str:uck him as truly
beautiiul and artistic. They are, he says,
"techrLicai and artistic masterpieces". With
Starrler'\lcrcom he sun,eyed the layered
cornsiail Daitems at the Lockeridge 'ringed
fish' anC irorked out the order in u,'hich its
various features B'ere constructed. A series of
diagrams shorr-s horv the figure was com-
pleteC ir. live stages, beginning with a

frarr,.er^,'ork of conslructicn lines.
Cor.s;ii,:iicn /lruesi? l'lr-is comes as a shock.

We i','ere promised that Michael Chorost

\
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-:'.-: :.-'s: :aspectiotl of the layered stalks at the

..-,';:.-:je .ish' , Clorost and Morcom uorked out the

- ;... :: : e c i i ! s c a n st fltc t i o n, b eginnin g u.ti th the' fin s' an d
,'-.'::::i;r:5 t,ith the controaersial skeleton and outlines.

rr'ouid deliver us flom the hoax theorists, but
he and l{orcom have played straight into the
enemr's hands. Surely, a non-humanforce
:hat can whip up instantaneous pictograms
r.as no need to draw outlines and guidelines
beiore beginning the serious work of
srr'irLing. Under the influence of Ken Brown
(see his article on page 12), we are led to
perceive that the existence of primary
construction Li:res is compelling evidence of

Chorost has no doubt considered this
point, and he may have a good answer to it.
This paper is ceriain to give rise to much
turther discussion.

The promised relef comes in Section III.
This contains summaries of the reports by
those scientists to whom Chorost entrusted
his grain, stalk and soil samples. The facts,
figures and comments produced by these
experts are fully set out in the Report and can

\
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not easiiy be summarized. They provide the
evidence on which Chorost bases the
followingstatements.

The phenomenon induces radiation
anomalies.

It appears to heat the plants both rapidly
andbriefly.

It can sometimes scorch the plants,
particularly in grass.

It swells plant cell walls, elongating the
cell wall pits and leaving "stretch marks".

It often induces developmental anomalies
in the seeds.

Theseresults, says Chorost, "suggest that
the hoax theory is seriously inadequatd'. The
crop circles he tested were evidently made by
a rapid pulse of unknown energy (micro-
waves or negative ions possibly) which
expanded the nodes on the plant stems and
caused maUormations to an avxage ot3lTo
of the affected grains. It also left radioactive
traces in the soil. The level of radioactivity at
crop circle sites soon goes down almost to
normaf but Chorost warns thai it rnight be
safer to lvait a few hours before entering a

fresh circle. Fortunately they almost all occur
atnight.

The data for the tests were necessarily
limited by the shortness of Chorosf s visit,
and the results of his enterprise so far are
suggestive rather than definitive. Some of
then conform what was known before. The
swelling of the nodes where thestalks bend,
particularly in barley, is plain to see in
genuine crop ciicles. Together with the
seemingly organic bending of oilseed rape
stems (see Don Tuersley, Cerealogls, 4), this
features presents hoax theorists with their
most serious difficulty. Grain malformation
has previously been reported, but on the level
of rumour and anecdote, so Chorosf s new
evidence is valuable and should give the
Ministry of Agriculture something to think
about. The radiation tests, however, were
highlyinconclusive.

Chorost submitted soil samples from five
circle formations, together with control
samples from the same fields. Two of these
were found to have lower radiation levels
than the controls; in two others the levels
were remarkably higher; and in the case of
the ever-enigmatic Barbury Castle formation,
one of the soil samples gave an alpha count
far higher than the controls and the other
registered far lower. The anomalies, remarks
Chorost, are themselves anomalous.

When they become more experienced in
the investigation of Fortean phenomena,
Chorost and other perceptive crop circle
scientists will come to understand that
anomalous anomalies are characteristic of
this type of research and are probably the
most that one can obtain from it. Quite
rightly, of course, Mike Chorost will ignore



this dismal dictum, and the good news is that
he intends to come back next year. Here is his
spiriied way of announcing it.

"I hope that we Americans and Canadians
will mount a scienrific expedition to England
in the summer ol 1992, equipped with
scientific instruments, keen eves, aleri minds -
and the conviction that nothing can keep the
truih fr"om human beirtgs who have the
energy io u'ork, and the passionate,
unquenchable w,il-I to knorv."

Michael Chorost's Report is rez)iewed from a

condensed rsersion publishedin Mufon LTO
Journal, 282, O ct. 1991-.

A Dramatic Conclusion
f{osemarl, Taylor

CROP CIRCLE COMMUNIQI-IT
(video)

loltn lv$ncnish

Circlevision, f14.99

UP THERE IN the sky one is not conc-=,..
about how or by'lr,hom the circles ;r'ere
made; whether a plasrna vortex, a

superintelligence, Doug & Dave :: ::
unpredictable Uranus piar.i:-rg r. :.".: :--.-
fields after dark. What is so rrupr--:.: -. :: =

breattrta king beau tr', the sca ie a n j -' : - - :- = 
- -

s)'rnmetrvof theformations ]:. . .' ::
fami-liar, r'et elusive arrci mvs:en.-::.

The aerial phoiographv Lrr Jo:n ),1: :: -..'. .

video is magnificent. Huge srt6:;.;.. . : 1.-;

English countryside, brorr'n. grecn. :: r
yellow and even blue, intersect ir-l si::.:.e
geometric forms. ile camera trave j ::: . : :

these pure colours and finds in the i:s:a:.:= :
circle carved into a field. it is a startli:.s
experience because the circles appear a-;:. :,-

the designed landscape, Yet the eve:*re-
nizes them as being of the Earth. Slor..'li' ::.:
camera circles the circle, flies tlrough it, a:.:
for one bizarre moment you are the lnsrr.:-
ment for making them and in ihe n',idst o:
makingone.

Another highlight oI the video is a

lvonderfu I sequence of compuier-genera teti
graphics of a Mandelbrot set, where the
camera travels over the surface and deep iirto
the patterns of chaos, which unfold into a
dizzying dispiay of colours. There are tr,''o
short pieces of documentary fitm oI strange
lights and other rveird phenomena associateC
with crop circles, including the remarkable bit
of film, taken by German students in 1991, of
a small white disc hovering around a

Wiltshlre pictogram in clear dayiight.
The video runs for 75 minutes, during

which time these sumpluous visual are
undercut lvith narration and expianations
form the main protagonists in the crop circle
debate. The material is organized chronolog-i-
cally, from the fust simple circies to the
complicated profusion of the 1990s. Each
speaker's face fills the screen against a black
background and they talk direcily to the
camera. There is no confrontation bety/een
them, except during the Doug & Dave
sequence, which allows the viewer to get a
clear grasp of the evidence and the beliefs of

the participants. It is a helpful technique Ior
those unIamiliar with the subject - a subjeci
which seems to have as many explanations as
it has adherents, many of whom shiJt their
views quite dramatically as the phenomenon
develops.

The fusi part of the video documents the
rise and fall of the scientific explanation for
the formadon of cirdes. By 1990 the scientists,
headed by Terence Meaden, were in rekeat.
Despite ihe sophisticated equipment set to
r,onitor the formations, nothing was ever
seen, and bv then the circles rvere becoming
ioo ccrnplicated in design to be explained by
phvsics alone. lVlth science out of the
run-rung there remained only two other
posslbriines, the supernatural and the hoax"
Ti's :s succjnctlv summed up by Jrirgen
K:Jr.rg, along rr,ith the observation that up ta
r.o',.,'the oii:cial media had supported the
>cen:iic explanation, but hastily dropped it,
ar.J, rerng "unable to think the unthinkable,"
:a:sferred iis lovalty to the hoaxers.

--: -j"G poi-nt the tone of dignified presen-
:a:o:: .,'a:rishes and the film is slamrned into

=s:::;r.'aid as we watch DOug & DaVe

=":;-i' :.oppi:rg about in a field, like giant
:: : : r=,iar.gLi:rg bits of sking and jumping
::. :-a:-ks ci rr-ood. When their effori at circle
l.i,<::.9 '< cor.demned by Colin Andrews, the
::"' '.r'*=.a-r:i present is hasty'to point out
-.:: :: :..'as r,ot lor i:rspection", it was " a

:-*:i ::::.9: ior th.e TV cameras to show the
:3:.:-:^-:e lt struck me that, if it was meant
:-- j.=.::::ate the technique, thensurely,
.: =::-'. u',e techrjque must produce
;. ::.=--:-r'.q .orr,parabie to the formations
::::e:-:.: i:i 'ire fie1ds. Otherwise it would
:::-, =:.::l::,1, lt aiso srruckmerather
:. - *:..'--.' : - lcus and Davedid produce
;::.= :: -:.e rcies, let alone all, then they
'...'::-: l-.a-.-e :=:, carCiac arrest victims a long
- .:,'-:- --.

.. j jj

- : -' _-'-*'
ll-.: : - :. - -s:c r. oi the r.ideo came as a

:c::.:-::: s-r-:pn-€. Perhaps i wasbeing
---a:::- :'.-e !f fe \\'arned, study the title,
i:::. :l -:.: 

=.,:si:, -tOllorv Colin Andrews
a..: :r<: :.::. ci ]iugen Kronig iJ vou are not
u::,:: :e-:.:.roc-ked into a decisiOn.

--':.r' --:: -:s: :.:.:rutes rhe style is dispas-
sroi,-:.:e -:.'.'-:laion' and open-ended, It
;c:. l-:: := :-,:::e cramatically. what is
;r:---j:--:.: ::.::.i :-:Le speakers as the story is
lo. j, a:::::::s :o Jiirgen Kronig, is a
":ara.:':=. sLlt" leadi:rg to a new world-
l,iei\' ',\':-- is:eall)'an old One. This
evol::ec:. r. :r,ost radical-lv expressed il the
persor ..: Co.rrL .1,ndrervs, who begils by
speakinr ::,e .anguage of a scientist and ends
rritl., '.f.e ',.,'ords of a Hopi lndian - "Mother
Eart-b,; .:l-jng" It'+as quite unexpected,
even '&ough the rierr,s of all those who fall
inio the sucematural category - the astrolo-
gos, dorts-rs, ulologrsts and others - are well
docunlenied throughout the film. This is a
ne*' darr:ring, one in rvhich the crop circles
are sigrrificant onlv in so lar as they represent
a sr.rnbo1, a communiqu6, from a higher
consciousness ihat assumes the spirit of a

tormented Gaia. The graphics accompanying
this condusion are apocalyptic and in stark

conlrasi to the previous gentle beauty of the
crop circles.

The video is worth buying - compulsive
for those v,,ho have followed the story. It is
both a documentary and a living drama.

For details of how to cbtain Crop Circle Communiqui

see advertisement, page 19.

Hoax Theory Transcended
Wystan Farebrother

CROP CIRCLES: THE CTTLINLOP
EXPERIMENT
Zoltan Crunlop
Ivlalice Aforethought Press, f1.50

AT THIS HOLIR of crisis, when affairs in the
nation's cornfields are irr a state of flux and
anarchy, ihe maddenirg voice of Professor
Crunlop rings out ioud and grating. Alone
among literary organs we reviewed the
previous 'work' of tiris idiot, and now that
we are committed to pushi-ng his piffle, we
deign perforce to notice this, his latest
ouh'age against mental decency.

The genesis of this booklet is Crunlop's ali-
too'common deiusion that ihe time has come
to apply "stern scientific reasoning" to the
erop circle racket. Accordingly, he designed
and crafted a retarded form of device,
unimaginative assembied out of whatever
eiements ot high and low technology came
readilv to his unsteady hand, and then set it
in motion, .*,ith resr.rits easi1v foreseeable by
ihls revieiver and turgidlv described in this
cr:de, brltish, venom-ous, bervilderirrg iittle
treatise. The time h.e selected for his 'experi-
ment' - flagrantlV defyi.::rg every canon of
esoteric orthodox\i- t\ras - \res, you've
guessed itl - ST i"{iiNGO'S DAYI Does this
not teil us ai1 that rve need to know about the
man?

As lve sarci before, - and it is worth saying
again - no cereaiogist's librarv can pretend ic
be compleie unless it is burdened try ihis
twacidle. The price is outrageous anci there
are neither footnotes nor index.

This is a revised and updated edition of
the Popular Science Paper originaliy pub-
lished in Juiv 1990 as "Crop Circles - the
Mvstery So1ved". It contains a ivealth of nerv
material and may be ordered from Nlalice
Aforethought Press, 328 Brettenham Road,
London E17 5AU, or frorn all mediocre
bookshops.
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LETTERS

Claimed hoaxing of crop
circles
From Mr Pat Delgado
Investigations so far have brought to light a

well orcheslrated mis-information and
debunking campaign that was initiated iast
year by 'official departments'. There are at
least two other countries involved in this
network of intrigue, the USA and France.

The two men, Bower and Chorley, who
claimed hoaxed all the crop circles, are but
pawns in a plan to discredit me and the crop
circle subject. When Today newspaper broke
the news about the men's claimed hoax, a

press statement was issued worldwide that I
had said all the crop circles were hoaxed.
That was untrue. I haae neaer said 'all crop

circles are lnaxed' .

Neither the two men nor anyone else have
offered me a shred of evidence, either
photographs, video or anything else to
substantiate their claim. They have never
proved they made the circle formation in
Kent. Tiris is the formation they claim I rsas

caught out on, and f it is true that they made
it, then I made a mistake in saying it rvas

genuine (who can ciaim they have never
made a mistake?). So preposterous is their
claim that they have made all the circles that
many thousands of people easiiy recognise it
to be part in the 'cover up' that the n'hole
charade really is. The general opinion is, rr'ho
do these 'official departments' thi:rk thev are

by insulting our intelligence in this rvar:'?

I feel the reason for the'departments'
concem is the enornous surge of interest ir1.

crop circles by tire whole spectrum of
mankind throughout tl-re world, includirrg
professional, scientific and people in so-cailec
higl-r places who are now seen to be heavilr-
associated and involved in the manifestalion
of a subject that cannot be officially contro--
led. Tl-re fact that the subiect carries ven'
significant spiritual connotations, by opemrl.s
up people's awareness and unifving them
beyond belief, may also be very n'orrving. . :
even seen as some kind of threat.

This latest claimed hoax incident has beer
a real test of the subject and I am touched br'
the overwhelming support I have received
from people all over the world. Claims of
hoax have occurred in the past and I am sure
it will not be the last. It is business as usual,
the research carries on.

To give you an idea of the extent of the
crop circie subject and the attempts to corer 1t

up, here is a resume of a rePort I received
from the USA yesterday.

For obvious reasons I will omit people's
names,

Friday mornirg Sept.26th 199i my friend
(A) had a cali from a friend (B) who lives in
the small town of Highland near St. Joseph,
Kansas. B and a farmer (C) had seen brightlr'
coloured lights the previous night over one oi
the fields. Early that moming they sarv a strip
of shapes in that field. Very shortly three
unmarked red tankers and other vehicles

weni into the fie1d. Men in dark suits were
also there and it was these who called at
adjacent houses asking people what tl'rey had
seen.

When A visited the site the next day it was
noticed from a distance that some letters and
figures could be seen depressed into the corn
crop. A hurried closer inspection revealed the
renrains of a quarter rulle long and forty foot
rvide oathrr'av oi partlv recognisable ietters,
fig-ures and other shapes. These were made
easier to see because in these shapes the
seedless corr,. husks u'ere almost white. Much
of the cro: iorrning tirese shapes rvas
l-lattened and srr-rled as A had seen in crop
circles els:ir'here. It n'as obvious there had
been ar,. a::empt to destroy the'pictogram'. A
nerv hot ',','ire fence had been placed round
tl're site. Pr..oics and diagrams are available to
conlrn a-i ci tris. It has been confirmed the
r-ehrcles ;.l.L; men l.ere from the government
ancl :he Ci--.

Yc - .'.:,-: not heard tl're last of crop circles
bl ani ::.:ar.s and the subject is far more
sigrjilcan: :.orr' than it ever was. Why are the
'o-'^'1::,-l ;:rartments' running scared?

PATDELGADO,
1-\rle C1ose, Arlesford, SO24 9BG.

\ot from Atlantis
l:-.. '. ;.1: Ion ErikBeckjord
].e CCCS and the crop circles investigation
ri..-\'i:1ei1i, nou, reeling from the impact of
l,:,i: ar,d Dave, now faces a new threat from
:,'rih:r. I refer to "GLASTONBURYISM". This
r:, :1ore or iess, Nerv Age philosopiry, offered
:s : solution to the press and to the public, in
.!-.k-( and in interviews. It has little basis in
;:rec: iaci, and there is virtualiy no explana-
:rc:.:or tl'Le solutions offered.

A gootl example is the tl-reory now offered
':r' a prominent member of the CCCS that
:.liCs lhat a "language" from "Atlantis" is to
:e iound in the Milk Hill response symbols,
:rund earlr'August in Wiltshire. First,
"..,tiiaiis" is mentioned by him as if it was
i:crJ. to exist, rvhich is has not been, and

A:ietlietn, praf o-Korcafi or what yon will, this line of
apparatt script at Milk Hill nur Altort Barnes is clained
by l.E. Beckjord ns an answer to his TALK TO US
iranplirlgs, T'lte obscurity of the response was no doubt in
the intqests of politeness.

tl-re "language" tirerefore is questionable in
the extreme. This sort of thing makes us a
laughing-stock to scientists and ailo'lr's them
to denigrate us further, and this time with
good reason.

The true solution, I suggest, to that set of
symbois at the base of MiIk Hill, which seems
to have appeared in response to our team's
cutting the words "TALK TO US" a week
earlier at Hackpen Hill, is both cirallenging
ancl reconciling to many theories. it will be
presented later in my book, Crop Circles: The

Surprising Soluhon, coming from
Marlborough Books, near January.

JONERIKBECKJORD,
Box 2534, Malibu, CA 90265, USA.

Not fooled
Front Mr Gareth Phillips
The Todny hoax is just that. I may only be an
armchair cerealogist but I can spot such a

heavv{anded piece of disinformation. I'd
just like to knowhow two (presumably)
inebriated sexagenarians can create so many
enormous, near-perfect geometric images, at
dead of night with only the aid of a baseball
cap and a bent piece of wire (obviously a

sophisticated form of nrgftt sight).
All summer I monitor the media for crop

circle reports. This year they ignored the
amazing Barbury Castie pictogram and the
corn Mandelbrot set and then suddenly
SPLASH! tt.e Today story - on TV tool This is
getting serious. The powers-that-be really
must be worried...

GARETI.IPHILLPS
72 Woodberry Grove, Manor House,

LondonN4 ISW
P.S. Please Mr Delgado, look before you leap!

Oddities of ball lightning
From Mr Fred Rogers
I recently read Crop Circle Enigma and today
came cross the following two sentences in
Urutsual Natural Phenomenaby William R.
Corliss, firstpublished in 1977.

"The shape of ball lightning is usually
spherical, but rods, dumbbells, spiked balls,
and other shapes have been sighted. Some-
times ball lightning appears to have internal
strucfurei strange appendages may accom-
pany the mainbody of the phenomenon."

It struck me (so to speak) that maybe the
same message is being repeated in a different
medium. Didball lightningbegin as circles
and elaborate as crop circles have? Would
graphing time and location of appearances
reveal some correlation?

FREDROGERS,
1628 CR 426N, Henderson, TX 75652,U5A.

Living water
From Mr Michael Scot

Delighted that Viktor Schaubergey's work
and Alexandersson's account of it should
receive a full-page review by Simon Burton.

Viktols son Walter is at the research
station at Bad Ischl, w\ich I believe figures in
thebook. Anyone trulyinterested should go

_to 
him, a handsome one-legged giant.

h1oR./hfi,t4Fg/E 77?
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In the 1950s (?) St Barbe Baker brought
Walter to Britain where he gave a demonstra-
tion in the Physics Departments of three
universities. A bit later Baker bumped into a

lecturer who had witnessed the demonslra-
tion at Birmingham University. He asked him
what he had thought about Schauberge/s
demonstration.

The lecturer answered, "There is no
question: he is unanswerable".

Baker asked, "And what are you going to
do about it?"

Lecturer: "Oh, nothing. Wewould have io
rewrite aII our textbooks."

MICHAELSCOT,
3 Eaton Place, London SWl.

Raising vibrations
From Ms Carolyn Nortlr
1've been following the crop circle phenom-
enon with great interest for a few years, and
was lucky enoug}r to see the Alton Barnes
figures when l was in England last summer.
I'd like to add my voice to all the others
offering novel ideas on tl-re subject, and
would be interested to knon'r'r,,hat vou ail
think.

Basically, I wonder if the primn6. phenon-
enon is not the figures ihemselves, but the
beam that makes them. (Visualize a torch
sl-rining its 1ight. The surface of the gtound
reveals a circle, but what is reaily happening
is a beam of light issuing from the source of
the torcl'r.) I suspect that the planet is
receiving "inoculations" of higher-irequen*'
vibrations than we have been accustomed to.
With the ligher frequencies coming in as the
planet tilts more and more towards a nel'
section of ihe sky, the transition is not at aLI

smooth for us. (As'rve can all weil obsen.e on
every level, from economic and social to t1-re

health of our bodies.)
So I rvonder if our 'helpers' are not, u.ith

the crop circles, doing several things at once:
Sending zaps of energy to the planet and

grounding them with these figures. (Were
they not carefully grounded, theywould
cause havoc.)

Sending us the message that there are
indeed unseen forces that are capable of
moving dense matter - wiricl-r would irave to
precede all other messages tlley might send.

Getting our attention in a playful, beautiful
and harmless way. (I iove ihe fact that it's in
wheat fields, rt ith widespread hunger being a
central issue of our times.)

Storing energy rather than letting it
dissipate - as I beteve the ancient stone
circles and chambers were accumulators and
storers of subtle energies.

Starting a process of'bleeding through'
from one dimension to the 3-dimensional, as
a way of effacing the boundaries and making
the unseen dimensions more accessible to
ours-

Bringing matter and spirit palpably
together for all to see.

My sense is tirat one of the universal
effects of this phenomenon will be an
increased psychic or intuitive ability on the
parts of more and more people. And,
hopefully, a groundswell of hope as people

Iind out about the figures, thereby raising the
vibrations of the planet on the iruman level,
as people's spirits liJt.

Thanks for the good work all of you are
doing. It rvould be too bad if the investigators
of this magical phenomenon got caught in the
old competitive forms. It MAY be a test to see

if rve can r'vork together as a team.
CAROLYNNORTH,

2447 Prince Street, Berkeley, CA 94705, USA.

Pictogram catalogue
Front Mr Coliu Antlrett,s
I have clevised the iirst pictogram categoriza-
rion sr scem i' hich should improve communi-
cations bet\\'een researchers and interested
partres. Issue one is norv available at a cost of
15,50 (LK and Europe) and €6.00 to other
parts of i1-re rr'or1d.

-{i the moment ii is mv intention to issue a

compietelr, nerv catalogue each vear and not
uoCate sheets.I am continuing to rvork with
mv co-ant1..or and fellorv researcher Pat
Deigaco ancl tirerefore rr,hen the new issue is
rea!i\'ri',, 1i^ be announced in the CPR

_--:,orp r -1\. ^ost aS a Seniol
ofiicer ln ^..ca.: golernment, \l,hich n ill now
ena'ble ir,.e ic'oecome a rr'ho1e time and
p;o.'essrc:'.:.r :esea:clter into tl'ds \.ery
;-- - - -. ..: . * \ ou rr.ill knorv that I
hoid ti',e ,a:qes: eiafa base tn the rvorld on the
sr-rbjeci :ra.','::'.: ree:'. iortr-rnaie enough to be
one of onh' :irr:e people investigating this for
nearlr' a decace - li is n-rr,'intention to share
this knortrei,:e',.ia the ANDREWS CAT..
SYSTE\'i,

COLINANDREWS,
57 Salis'run- J.oad, Andover, Hampshire.

Wiltshire moonraking
Frotn Mr \el Liiii.
Non,I knorv I be a bit thick, but I have
worked on iarms lor cionkev's vears. I have
ploughed and sorr'ed and reaped and
mowed. I read in Cerenlogist No.3 a letter by a
Yan)<y Bloke rrho had had a queer experience
at Warminster. He savs that *,hen he went
back four davs iater the field n,as ploughed
under.

Nolv lve cuts the crop and extracts the
corn, and bales up the stra',\, r.r'hich stays
there until it can be picked up. That takes a
few davs, then n'e has to r.vait until the
weather is fit to get on'ivith the ploughing.
That year the weather tvas very wet and the

g Ploughingwaslate.
a We don't do things'yer as fast as they do
t' in Amcrica. I don't remember every havhg
! heard ofa field being harvested and

! ploughed in four days. So I do think this chap
is trying to "Corn" us all, but ive'ent ihat
stupid be we? We don't go round in circles
not rvhen the pubs open.

Nolv pull the ot1-rer un.
NEDHILL,

The Halve, Trowbridge, Wi-lts.

A vote for CereOlogy
Front Mr Ainn Tlutrley
It was not until nre rvere on holidav in the
Cotswolds in late September that r.r,e rr,ere
able to obtain copies of the Cerealogr.sf, Nos. 3
and 4. We rvere most impressed rvith the
quality and serious nature of the contents anci
have taken out a subscription.
I mr.rst say the rvorld "Cereologist" rolls off
the tongue much easier than does
"Cerealogist" and implies a more scientific
base, so maybe the change \{as a mistake; I
hope not. It is not unusual for compounded
lvords to irritate the pedantic. Mostly they
have become part of the Ianguage. (I seem to
remember being told at school, 40 yeiars ago,
that "tele-vision" was such a rvord.) I vote for
Cereologist as sounding ver1, much better
and conveying the correct serious tone, as

opposed to Cerealogist rvhich suggests the
magazine is devoted to cereals and agricul-
ture.
Looking forr'r,ard tc the next issue.

ALANTHURLEY,
67 Waiton Road, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex.

A new article by Nlarehall Dudley and Michael
Chorost, "The Discoveru of Thirteen ShorrLiv,:d
Radonuclides rn Soil Samples in an English Crop
Circle," ri,ill be published in the February 1992 issue
of the Mufort LIFO lournal. An updated version rvil]
appear in the April 1992 issue ol Tlrc Cercnlogist, and
a more technical version n ill be submitted to a
refereed journal. The article presents Dudley's
discoverv of thirteen short-Lit'ed, non-naturally
occuning radioactiYe isotopes in tlvo soil samples
from a "fish" (or "long oval") formation at SU 0865

6610. Eleven of then', l ere not present in a control
taken severai dozen feet arlav. None appear to be
residues from Chemobvl or atmospheric nuclear
tests, nor do thev appear to have anv other
mmdane origin, Strikinglr,. the eleven isotopes have
one common denomhator, the fact that ihev can be

treated by bombarding soil rrith deuterium nuclei.
The authors believe this iinding definitively rules
out hoaxers for that particular fomation.

The radonuclides appear to be far too dilute to
present a significant health threat. An ordinary
banana, which contains the natural radonucilde
potassium-40 emits considerably more radiatic:.
than the soil semples Jid. Horr'ever, more researcir

is obviously called for. Copies of the Mdor? issue
can be obtained by sending $6.00 (rbr overseas
aimail) to Mrlort UFO lournal,103 Oldtowne Road,

Seguin, Texas 78155, USA. Subscriptions are S30

overseaS.

Marshall Dudley is a designer of radiation
detection instruments at Tennelec/Nucleus of Oak
Ridge, Tennesee, Michael Chorost is a graduate
student at Dule University.



ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Crop Watcher
ISSUES 7 AND 8 out now! Issue 7 includes a

Response to the Amazing Claims by Bower &
Chorley, Hoaxers caught h the act at Lurkeley Hill,
Crop Circles Hoaxes at Cannington, Butleigh
Wootton and Barbury Casde, and a statement on the
Clench Common incident by Terence Meaden. Issue

8 ircludes Crop CAcle Hoaxes at Wye College
(Kent) ai Stocksfield Farm, Futher Eye Witness

Observations of Hoaxers caught in the act in
Wiltshire, Crop Circles at Amersham and
Lowsonford, and a transcript of the "IJp Fron('
Granada TV Debate between Bower, Choriey,
Delgado and Wingfreld. f,1.50 per issue or f,9.00 for 5

issues a year. Please send cheques made payable to
The Crop lNatcher to 3 Selborne Court, Tavistock
Close, Romsey, Hampshire, SO51 7TY.

Centre for Crop Circle Studies
WINTER LECTURE PROGRAMME at Kensington
Central Libraryr Phillimore Walk, london W8 7RX.

Tickets at the door, f,3 (€2 members).7.30pm.
December 13th 199L, Scientific Eoidence for the

Crop Circle Phmommon, l*cturer: Montague Keen.

Ianuary 10th 1992,The 1991 Crop Circle
Formntions: an lnterpretation of their Meaning,

L€ctuer Michael Green.
February 7th 1992, Some Metaphysical Aspects of

the Crop Circles, L€cturers: lronie Stan and Richard
Andrervs.

CCCS AGM: March 28th 1992. 10.00am-4.00pm.
Tickets at the or €3 (€2 CCCS members), at the
London Business School, Sussex Place, RegenHs

Park, kndon NW1 ,lSA.

CCCS Fi$t International Conference Crop Circla,
the Enigma for tha Nir'eties, is to be held at King
AlJred's College, Winchester, on July 17th, 18th, 19th

7992. For detat: s.a.e. to B€th Davis, Conlerence

Secreta:1', 1iB Fitzrrilliam Road, Cambridge, CB2

2BN.

CCCS Workshops: tull day events organised by
local memben:

Januar)' 18th 1992, Bustlers Ancient Fann,

Nexus House, Holndean, Hants. Tickets €10 in
advance (s.a.e.) trom Lury Pringle.5 Town Lane,

Sheet, Peterc.ield, Hmts, GU32 2AF.
Februalv' 29tlu The Friends' Meeting House,

Cambridge. Tickets 9.50 in advance (s.a.e.) from
Beth Dar'is, ilB Fitzrrillam Road. Cambridge, CB2

2BN, and \{ontague Keen, School Bam Farm,
Penlorr', Sudbm,, SuJfolk, CO10 4N.

Famham Lecture: provisional booking for APril
76il1 1992. Famham Ma1tings. Guest Lecturers:

Ralph Nove Shifiing Paradigms, and RuPert
Sheldn-ke Tte Presence of the P4st. Tickets at the

door.

The Temenos Academy

LENT TERM LECTURES, at The Essex Church, 112

Palace Cardens Terrace. London W& t7.50 G5
concs.) per single lectue; f,s per lecture if booking a

whole course. 7.3@m.

Francis Warnen Classical Precursors of Christian
Mor al i t y,. I anrary 13th, z}th, /7 th, February 3rd
10rh.

Noel Cobb and Eva Loewe:Tfte Concenr t'or Soul:

Seminars in Cultural Psychorogy, January 14th,21st,
28th; February 4th.

Dr. Rupert Sheldrakez ANew Reading of Biolagy,

January 10th, 17th, 24th, 31st.

Dr. Martin Lings: Shakerpure in the Light of Sacred

Tradition, Febtuary 24th; March 2nd, 9th.
Dr. Brian klanson: Four kctures ofi Ruskifl,

February 14th,21st,28th; March 5th.
Wilson Harris: Unfinished Cmesis of the

Im a gha t ion, Mar ch 78th.
|ohn Michell: Platonic Philosophy,March 3rd,

10th,17th.
Peter Redgrove: A Poetry Reading, Apri1.(date to

be confirmed).

The Temenos Academy promotes studies in the
traditional philosophy, science and world-view
which provide the natural standards of universal
culture. Further information: 47 Paultonfs Square,
London SW3 SDT, or telephone:081 690 4942.

Editorial notes
(continued t'rom page 2.)

Hoax theory triumphant
In the Nezo York Reoiao of Books, 21 November
1991, this doctrine was supported by the
careful reasoning of Professor Lord
Zuckerman, the former Chief Adviser on
science to the British government. Reviewing
three books, Circular Eaidence , The l-atest

Eridence andThe Crop Circle Enigrna,he
examined and dismissed all the ideas which
their writers, Delgado & Andrews, Meaden
and others, put forward about the cause oI
crop circles. He was Particularly scathing
about Meaden and the claims by him and
Delgado to be able to detect hoaxed circles'
Now that these claims were discredited and
hoaxers were known to be at work undetec-
ted, Lord Zuckerrnan saw no good reason
why the entire crop circle phenomenon
should not be regarded as a hoax. This
hypothesis, he admitted, raised some quite
different questions, about the identify of the

hoaxers, why they did it and how they
maintained secrecy. But these were secondan'
questions. The thing that most impressed
Lord Zuckerman was that none of his
distinguished scientific colleagues thought it
worth while taking the matter seriously' U the

scholars of Marlborough School and Nen'
College, Oxford (which owns some oI the
Iand regularly visited by circles) saw nothing
interesting in the phenomenon, why should
LordZuckerman?

Scientific orthodoxy is thus firmly
committed to the belief that croP circles are a

total fabrication, Popular opinion has been
led to the same conclusion, and those of us
who still believe that crop cirdes are a
genuine, unexplained phenomenon, find

ourselves in a small, cranky minority.
FarIrriliar territoryl So what have we to say for
ourselves?

Take your pick
Coljn Andrews speaks for all serious
cerealogists when he says that throughout his
rvhole career he has many times tried to
pesuade himseU that the whole thing must
su;elv be a hoax. Yet every season he was
conrronted n'ith evidencewhich simply could
noi'ce explained in that way. If, after all he
has seen, he could rationally allow the
possib[il,v that hoax theory could explain
eve:r'thing, he says that he would give up his
researches immediately.

Our hoax-theory expert, Peter Williams
loes his best on page 11, and Ken Brown on
page i2 goes a long way towards proving
that certain suspicious{ooking circles of 1991

are indeed hoaxes. Yet everyone who knows
the subject admits that many features of crop
drdes can not easily be explained and remain
esluine mvsterious. There is the apparently
ra:rdom 'grapeshofl, with each little cirde
b.eaudullv swirled, which surrounds and
sometimes inlmdes upon some of the larger
iorrnahons; there is the undamaged bending
ct sialks, the swelling of nodes, the malfor-
madon of grain and the presence ofradioac-
Crifr'. There is the impracticality of construct-
rng a major plctogram, as at Alton Barnes, in
iull vierr from a frequented road, and there is
the faci that no one has been caught in the act
- apart from the known hoaxing group, the
\\iessex Sceptics, who were detected at night
tn'ing to make a secret circle. To these are
added the questions which puzzled Lord
Zuckerman, about the identity and motives
of the hypothetical groups of multi-nationai
hoaxers.

Now that the meteorological theory has
collapsed, there are only two ways of
interpreting the pictograms. These subtle,
artistic, purposefully designed marks are
either created by unknown people, or they
are made by another form of intelligence. In
either case, strange and mysterious forces are
at work in our society. Cool heads, shrewd
observation and honest motives are the
essential equipment for all who involve
themselves with this portentous phenom-
enon.

The wiid flower explosion
FOLLOVVING WHAT WAS said last issue
about the extraordinary fertility of the
countryside and the profusion of wild flowers
in 1991, Suki Pryce sent us the following,
trom Horticulture Week, 9 Artgust '91 .

Botanists have been puzzling over an
explosion of wild flowers in London this
summet one of which has not been spotted
since the year the last dodo was shot and
William and Mary were on the throne.
The green and red flowered wallbedskaw,
discovered growing out of a wall in North
London, was last seen in 1690. According to
David Bevan, president of thelondon
Natural History Society and the man who
rediscovered the plant, this is no isolated
phenomenon. "We're seeing the return of lost
flowers," he said. "Some were even thought
extinct. Now we're finding more rare species
i the capital than in the countryside. It just
shows you what a super place London is for
plants, with pockets of land miraculously
undeveloped and untouched by chemicals."
Other rediscoveries are the sulphur wort, the
lesser water plantairy golden dock, slender
hare's ear, narrow leaved water dropwort
and narrow Ieaved bittercress.



]UPITER POWERWEAR
CROP'CIRCLE' T-SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS

The beautiful crop 'circle' designs silk screened on

100% cotton T-shirts, long and short sleeve and fleery{ined sweatshirts.

For coloured leaflet write to- ludy Young, Iazy
Moon Farm, Upper Brailes, Banbury, Oxon. OX15 5BA.

tl
Eaen with a good
knowledge of your
subject, a aisit to
Waterstone's will
uncoaer neu) material
and a surprising
number of titles of
uthich you
heard.

ae neaer

The West Country specialist in New
Age interests, carrying all primary texts
on Crop Circles, modern phenomena,

earth mysteries, UFO's, ancient
tradition and archaeology, is at

WATERSTONE'S
BOOKSELLERS

27-29 College Green Bristol Avon
BS1 sTD Tel (0272) 250511

U.K. & INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER
Contact: Steve Andrews Tel: (0225) 448515

LONDON o BOS'ION o DUBLIN oAMSTERDAM

WATERSTONE'S
BOOKSELLERS

IWANTTo BE T.SHIRTS
I want to be...a tree. Don't
we all nowadays?! 100%

cotton T's'. An ideal shirt
to be 'seen in' at the
Pictograms!

One size fiis all. €6.95 each
irdude P&P or €12.95 for
2. LIK only. (fr.95 and
€13.95 overeas)

Sed Chequs and P6tal OrdeE
tudepavable to:

Aquaris LlI<, Dept C5, 10

Brcmlev Ce, Baft*,s C!en,
Ce'e, GLehire, CW1 3PU.

P1a* allow 28 days for delivery.

The

$ocietr For

I ndeRendent

f,lesearctr

tnto The

lf nexRlained

$ciences

Send an SAE

for fu11
membership
details to

SIRIUS
P.0.B0x 34
BRACKNELL
BERKS RG12 2XA

Are you interested in the para sciences?
Would you'1ike regular,reliable,
information on the latest developments
on UFOs;Corn Circles ;Ghosts;Ecology
etc?Make use of our unique members
lending library facilitieslRead what
is being discovered,as iE happens, in
our society members free magazine!
FoT CERBOLOGIST READERS & CCCS MEMBERS

we offer a 50% REDUCTION 0N
SIRIUS I'IEMBE@" *"
@e IIORLDS LEADING
PARA SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ORGANISATION
Join at the beginning and grow with usl

)oHN MrcHEn



Centre for Crop Circle Studies

First Intemational Conference
on

to be held in $Tinchester, U.K.
ori

Two day programme of events with

Intemational speakers on the Crop Circle phenomenon

Fabulous aerial films of the formations

as they occurred in 1990 and 1991 rvill be shorin

and there wili be an opportunity to tour the tllInlall'lnS

For funher information contact Beth Dar rr,

l1B Fitzwilliam Road, Cambridge CBI lB\.

Experience the crop circles Mystery

The mystery o{ the crop circles has kept scientisis
and mystics busy lor many vears. Opinions and
theories from meteorologists, phvsicists, meciiums
and UFO groups have each been widely reported
in the nation's press.

Now all the main thecries have been gathered
together on a 50 minute video called 'Cosmic
Code or Natural Force'. Jointly produced by Video
Film Services, Broad Spectmr. Communications
and CWR FM under the name of Circle Films.

The film contains shots of al1 the min fomations
that occurred in 1991 and examples of neolithic
stone circles that are common in 'circle comtry',
along with a series of irterviews with leading
lights in the circle controversy such as George
Wingfield, Terence Meaden, Prof. Ohtsuki of
Japan and memlers of the U.B.I. plus other
interested parties.

This video is available by post from: Circle Films,
124 Mortimer Street Trowbridge, Wiltshire.
BA14 8BN. Priced at f,1,4.99 ncl. postage and
packing and will be availabie nationally just before
Christmas distributed by S. Gold & Sons Ltd.

'Cosmic Code or Natural Force'

Twelve tribes dwelling round a

national sanctuary formed a

astrological parterr which has

been repeated at different times

throughout the world.
Examples here desiribed range

from Africi to lceland. Al1 were

based on a single cosmological
code, derived from nature and

peiiodically revealed. Newiy
r ,perceived relics ofancient
geomancy or sacred geography

include the St Michael-Apollo
axis rhrough Europe, the
symbolic divisions of old
Ireland and the prophetic
design which makes one

sanctuary of the holy places ar

Jerusalem.
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